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THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY ON INVESTMENT DECISIONS

Objectives of the Study

The objective of this thesis is to examine how the uncertainty of the environment affects 
investment decisions. The impacts on investment level and timing are considered. Also the 
effects on investment process are studied to explain the impacts on the level and timing of 
projects.

Sources and the Research Method

The study uses the case method. The empirical part is based on interviews with six Finnish 
companies: Fortum Corporation, Metos division in Hackman Group, Kemira Chemicals, 
Kone Corporation, Outokumpu Group, and Stora Enso Group. Also the annual reports of 
these companies have been used. The theoretical part discusses first the possible 
uncertainties in the business environment. External uncertainty’s effect on the level and 
timing of investment are analyzed using mostly real options as a tool, and a model on 
investment behavior is developed based on that analysis. Also an investment process model 
is introduced, and it is used to explain the impacts of environmental uncertainty on the 
process stages.

Results of the Study

Increases in economic and demand uncertainty tend to decrease investment. However, 
especially in oligopolistic markets, firms respond to risks in the competitive environment 
by increasing their investment levels. Strategy determines what kind of investments are 
undertaken, and previous experiences and the company culture can also have an impact on 
the investment behavior. Investments in inflexible and dedicated assets tend to decrease, 
and projects which create flexible assets tend to look more favorable in an uncertain 
environment. Investments which create options are quite common, but real options are not 
explicitly considered in most of the companies. However, the companies have an 
understanding on options and seem to be able to value them at least intuitively. Flexibility 
of strategy is not an important consideration.

The process stages can explain the investment behavior of the firm in an uncertain 
environment. Senior management can also direct the process to the company’s advantage. 
The strategy connection has to be clearer for more uncertain investments. The effects on 
idea search are mixed. If the company culture supports search activity, it will be done 
regardless of uncertainties. On the other hand, if the culture is not supportive, especially in 
the case of economic uncertainty, the search is passive. When external uncertainty is high, 
the amount of projects developed tends to be smaller. Those risky ideas which reach the 
development stage are usually given more effort than more certain ideas, because it is more 
important to build support for the riskier projects. Final decision making in an uncertain 
environment often requires courage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The overall business environment of firms is becoming increasingly complex. Rapid and 

unpredictable changes in many different variables provide constant pressures to adapt and 

change. (Deresky 1997, 26) A company’s performance in an uncertain environment critically 

depends on its ability to respond to new information and adapt to the environment (Chang 

1998, 461).

The speed of environmental change has necessarily an impact on the investment decision 

making of firms: they have to prepare for the unexpected, make contingency plans, and 

empower employees to react to sudden changes in the marketplace. It is important to 

understand how the decision making of firms is and should be affected by increasing 

uncertainty, so that firms can take a more structured approach to managing risks in their 

investment decisions.

1.1 Objectives and Scope of the Thesis

Many investment decisions are made in a highly uncertain environment, and this uncertainty 

has an impact on investment decisions. The exact effect depends, for example, on the 

specific organization and the particular decision making situation in question. The objective 

of this thesis is to examine how investment decisions in a very uncertain environment differ 

from those made in a more stable environment and, therefore, what is the effect of 

environmental uncertainty on investment decisions.

The study examines how uncertainty impacts the level and timing of investments. The 

impact on the stages of an investment process within an organization (strategy connection, 

identification of ideas, development of projects, commitment, and decision making) is also 

considered. The results concerning changes in the process are used to explain changes in the 

level and timing of investments observed in practice. Specific procedures for managing 

uncertainty are outlined.
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As mentioned earlier, this thesis studies investment decision making in an uncertain 

environment. The focus in the thesis is in the investment behavior of a firm as an aggregate, 

although specific projects it faces may be used as examples. As the analysis of a specific 

investment project has received a lot of attention in the literature, it is not given emphasis in 

this study. The thesis will not elaborate on mathematical or statistical models, as previous 

research has already provided an abundant supply of models, mathematical rules and 

statistical analysis tools for investment decision making.

Only those parts of the investment process which can directly explain changes in the level 

and timing of investments are discussed. These parts include strategy connection, search and 

development of projects as well as commitment and decision making. Also capital rationing 

issues are briefly discussed, but changes in the favored order of capital are not covered. Also 

implementation, monitoring and control of investment projects is outside the scope of the 

study as the thesis only examines how uncertainty affects investment decisions concerning 

the level and timing of investments. Implementation, monitoring and control, although 

important activities, take place after the decision to invest (or delay investment or refrain 

from it) has been made.

In addition, only investments in real assets are covered: the analysis of investments in 

financial instruments is beyond the scope of the study. The study describes only the effects 

of environmental uncertainty. Therefore, uncertainty internal to the company is not covered.

1.2 Definitions

Uncertainty can be defined in several ways. For the purposes of this study, uncertainty is 

defined as the possibility that more than one state of the world can occur - it is not known in 

advance which one of them will in fact occur.

Uncertainty and risk are sometimes conceptually separated from each other. In that case, risk 

can be defined as the possibility that several known states of the world can occur, and these 

states can be assigned specific probabilities. On the contrary, uncertainty means that neither 

the outcomes are known nor probabilities can be determined. (Pike & Neale 1996, 218)
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However, as any kind of probabilities cannot normally be assigned in real investment 

decisions, for the purposes of this study it is not necessary to consider risk separately. The 

term risk can therefore be used as a synonym for uncertainty. Also instability is used 

interchangeably with risk and uncertainty.

Due to the nature of uncertainty, it can be measured only on an approximate scale and its 

precise measurement is often impossible. Keeping this in mind, Table 1 demonstrates the 

difference between a more certain investment as opposed to a relatively uncertain investment 

for the purposes of this thesis.

Relatively Certain Relatively Uncertain
Category Replacement Expansion into new areas or products

Level Operational Strategic

Time Span Short term Long term

Uniqueness Often repeated in similar conditions Unique

Example Routine replacement of a machine Acquisition

Table 1. Characteristics of relatively certain and relatively uncertain investments.

Environment is defined as the whole business environment of the company, including but 

not restricted to economic, political, technological and social environments. Environment 

can also be divided into domestic and international environments. Also regional 

considerations (e.g. European Union) can be included here. Definition of environment is 

elaborated on in chapter two.

Investment is any capital expenditure which is expected to earn returns for the company in 

the long term (i.e., more than one year). This definition covers both traditional investments 

in property, plant and equipment, as well as expenses such as training or R & D (research 

and development) which are often recorded as costs for the year during which they are 

incurred, although they may benefit the company significantly also during later years.
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Investment process is a decision making process inside the company. Its purpose is to ensure 

that capital investment budget is distributed to wealth-creating and performance-enhancing 

projects within the company (Pike & Neale 1993, 183). The process stages are often not 

distinct: they can overlap and their order is not always the same (Aittomäki 1996, 80). These 

stages themselves are defined in chapter four. During the process, several interactions 

between people and different parts of the organization take place. The process often involves 

different interest groups and political debating. Investment selection can be finally based on 

both qualitative and quantitative factors. The process is assumed to be rational in most cases, 

but sometimes it can also be irrational, as the interest groups influence each other and the 

decision is made as a second-best compromise.

In this study, quantitative analysis is defined as the use of systematic numerical analysis 

(mostly financial models) in decision making. Other factors apart from the pure results of 

quantitative analysis are often used when evaluating investment proposals. For the purposes 

of this study, it is useful to define the consideration of qualitative factors as anything which 

assists management when making an investment decision but which does not include 

quantitative numerical analysis. The use of management judgment is used as a synonym for 

the consideration of qualitative factors.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter two discusses environmental uncertainty as one 

of the factors affecting investment decisions, and analyzes different sources of uncertainty 

within the business environment. Chapter three describes the effect of uncertainty on the 

level and timing of investments. At the end of chapter three, these observations are built to 

form a model on investment behavior. In chapter four, the effects of environmental 

uncertainty on different parts of the investment process are examined. The chapter is divided 

according to the stages in the process. Chapter five provides information on the companies 

researched and descriptions of the case material. The case analysis is presented in chapter 

six: practices of different companies in several industries are outlined and contrasted against 

the theory presented earlier. Chapter seven includes summary and conclusions.
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1.4 Research Methods

The theoretical part of the thesis provides a literature review on the subject. As the subject 

has not attracted substantial research from this perspective, this thesis was done as an 

explorative study. Therefore, the case method was considered the most suitable approach for 

gathering information from the firms involved, so that an accurate and full picture on the 

situation in each company could be formed. Also, the issues covered may be sensitive in 

some respects and therefore interviewing is a more appropriate way of approaching 

companies than e.g. an impersonal survey.

The empirical part consists of the results of the interviews with six companies in different 

industries. In addition, information for the case has been taken from the annual reports of 

these firms. In some companies, more than one person was interviewed to increase the 

reliability of the results and to provide different views on the topic. The interviews unfolded 

in a relatively unstructured way although following an outline of predefined questions. All 

interviews were recorded, and the questions were sent to the respondents in advance for them 

to familiarize themselves with the topics covered.

2. BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Components of the Business Environment

Management has to consider several issues before deciding which investment project to 

choose. Some of these issues can be external to the company and some of them internal. 

Internal factors are those caused by issues inside a company. These issues might include, for 

instance, the current organizational structure, the company culture and the size of the 

company.

On the other hand, external factors are issues outside the company, in its business 

environment. Business environment is defined by Brooks and Weatherston (1997, 4) as “all- 

embracing term which encompasses any and all influences which are external to the 

organization”. It is a broad concept which extends beyond the mere relationships with
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customers, suppliers, trade unions, and shareholders (Brooks & Weatherston 1997, 4). A 

manager cannot develop a suitable strategic plan without assessing the environment in which 

the company will operate as a result of that plan (Deresky 1997, 54). Environment is 

interlinked with issues such as competitive strategy, manufacturing strategy, and 

organizational structure, and there are natural congruencies between these elements. 

Environment has direct links with manufacturing and competitive strategies and only a weak 

link with structure. (Ward et al. 1996, 602-603)

It is worth noting, however, that the environment alone by no means completely determines 

the performance of the company. Managerial choice factors seem to be more important than 

environmental factors in explaining business failures, although environmental factors also 

have an impact. Therefore, although firms may sometimes be subject to random events in the 

environment, managerial discretion in reacting to the environment still has a major role in 

survival and success. (Moulton et al. 1996, 591)

Environment can be analyzed using the PEST framework, which derives its name from the 

combination of political, economic, social, and technological environments. (For a 

discussion, see e.g. Bowman 1990, 35-37). Examples of the forces in these environmental 

components are presented in Table 2.

Political Economic Social Technological

Government composition

Legislation to protect the
environment
Trade unions

End of the Cold War

Monetary union in 
Europe
Exchange rates 

Inflation

Shifts in the balance of 
power of industries

Labor market

Value system

Growth in leisure 
industries 
Labor migration

Development of public 
transport
Raw material usage

Cures for diseases

Number of disasters 
and accidents

Table 2. Examples of Environmental Forces in the PEST Analysis. (Adapted from Bowman 

1990, 36)

The PEST analysis can be further enhanced to include legal, ecological and competitive 

environments. This new model is called LE PEST C (Brooks & Weatherston 1997, 6). The 

model is summarized in Figure 1, and differs from PEST in the following ways. The legal
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environment has been separated from purely political factors. Ecological environment, on the 

other hand, is an addition to the PEST model. Competitive environment is mostly related to 

economic environment in the PEST model, but can also be seen as a wider concept 

encompassing areas not covered by the PEST analysis. In fact, the competitive environment 

can be described using Porter’s Five Forces framework which includes (1) competitive 

rivalry inside a given industry, (2) threat of potential entrants, (3) threat of substitutes, (4) 

power of buyers, and (5) power of suppliers (Porter 1980, 4, see Appendix A). Also industry 

life cycle can have an impact on rivalry especially inside a given industry, and measures such 

as extent of R & D, skills of employees, and capital intensity can be used as proxies for 

different stages in the cycle (Audretsch 1987, 306).

Legal Ecological

Competitive ----------------- ►

Technological

Social

О№41 ЛАЯОN

Political

Economic

Figure 1. The Business Environment: LE PEST C Analysis. (Source: Brooks & Weatherston 

1997, 6)

In this study, environment is defined in the broadest possible way and that is why the LE 

PEST C framework is used. It is necessary to keep in mind that each of these forces can be 

considered in a domestic or international context. Furthermore, the international context can 

be divided into (1) truly global forces and (2) regional forces, which may include for 

example the influence of European Union. Finally, it is worth noting that all these 

environmental forces interact with each other, forming a complex system of interrelated 

influences (Brooks and Weatherston 1997, 9).
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As mentioned earlier, competition is a major force in the business environment of a 

corporation. To manage this environmental factor, many companies have engaged in 

competitor analysis, the purpose of which is to uncover information for example on 

marketing strategy, strengths and weaknesses, and new product development (Subramanian 

& IsHak 1998, 16-18). It also seems that there is a relationship between firm performance 

and its usage of advanced competitor analysis, although the cause and effect relationship 

between these issues is not self-evident (Subramanian & IsHak 1998, 21).

A stakeholder can be defined as a person, organization, interest group or other body which 

has an interest in the activities of the organization. Many of these stakeholders (e.g. 

customers and governments) are external to the company and form part of its business 

environment. (Brooks & Weatherston, 9) It is worth noting that the relationship between a 

company and its environment is not uni-directional. As different stakeholders influence the 

operations of the company, also the company has possibilities to influence its stakeholders 

and other environmental factors. (Brooks & Weatherston 1997, 13) As the term ‘stakeholder’ 

can be considered to encompass all groupings or individuals even remotely related to the 

organization, it is a difficult concept to manage in practice. Therefore, it may be beneficial to 

distinguish between “Primary” or “Participant” stakeholders having a real interest in the 

organization and “Secondary” or “Non-participant” stakeholders with more remote or 

indirect interests. The former group includes e.g. investors, employees, and major customers 

and suppliers, and the latter consists of e.g. minor suppliers and customers, as well as 

neighbors. (Metcalfe 1998, 32-33)

Pindyck studies the effects of cost uncertainty on investment decisions. He explicitly 

differentiates between two types of uncertainty, and these types can be used to illustrate the 

differences between internal and external factors. The first one is technical uncertainty, 

which relates to the physical difficulty of completing the project (internal uncertainty). The 

second kind of uncertainty relates to input costs, and it is external to the company. (Pindyck 

1993, 54-55) When studying investments in nuclear power plants, Pindyck found that input 

cost uncertainty is more important than technical uncertainty in determining the investment 

decision (Pindyck 1993, 70). In addition, he argues that this will also be the case for most 

projects (Pindyck 1993, 73).
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2.2 Uncertainty of the Environment

The previous section described different components of the business environment. These 

different environmental factors cause various kinds of uncertainties of varying degrees. The 

impact and importance of a particular type of uncertainty typically depends on the firm itself, 

its position in the competitive field, and its environment.

Environmental forces can be looked at from different perspectives, including the current state 

of the environment in which the company is operating, any expected changes in the 

environment and the difficulty with which these changes can be predicted. To be more 

precise, an investment decision of a company can be, for instance, affected by the current 

level or the expected trend of interest rates. Also, the predictability of future interest rates can 

have an effect on investment decisions.

All different environmental influences mentioned in Table 2 can cause uncertainty (see 

Bowman 1990, 36). For example, there can be uncertainties as to the parties in the 

government after an election and as to the actions of trade unions (political uncertainty), 

exchange rate or inflation risks or uncertainties about the level of demand (economic 

uncertainty), uncertainties as to future value systems and labor markets due to new skills 

needed (social uncertainty), and uncertainty about future oil tanker catastrophes or new raw 

materials (technological uncertainty). In addition, there can be uncertainties as to future 

legislation in home country or internationally (legal uncertainty), ecological catastrophes or 

new information about ecological changes (ecological uncertainty), and uncertainties as to 

the competition or buyer needs (competitive uncertainty).

Above, environmental uncertainty was categorized according to its source, but it can also be 

categorized on the basis of its nature. Risk can be divided into systematic and unsystematic 

components. Systematic risk refers to the risk related to the developments in the overall 

economy and the intensity with which the company’s performance follows that of overall 

economy. Unsystematic risk, on the other hand, is represented by events affecting only the 

company in question. (Brealey & Myers 1991, 137-139) Cassell (1999, 23) categorizes risks
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such as interest rate risk, exchange rate risk and political risk under systematic risk, because 

their effect is felt in many firms in the economy. Uncertainties like business risk (risk 

associated with the business itself), financial risk (leverage), default risk, and event risk (e.g. 

the possibility of criminal actions against the company) can affect a specific company and 

form part of unsystematic risk. (Cassell 1999, 23-24)

Market or customer needs are often seen to be among the most important factors affecting 

investment decisions, at the same time being one of the most difficult factors to predict 

accurately. This can be seen in a study by Honko et al. (1982, 120-123), which shows that 

the estimation of incoming cash flows (including estimation of volume, selling price, and 

timing of cash flows) is seen as the most difficult part of investment planning. Overall 

forecasting of, for example, macroeconomic environment, industry environment, 

technological advances, substitutes, and competition, is also one of the most difficult areas of 

planning. Naturally, general forecasting and estimation of specific incoming cash flows are 

interrelated as the general forecasts about economic situation and competition are often used 

as a basis for estimating market demand. (Honko et al. 1982, 121)

Uncertainty of demand and of the environment in general affects profoundly many 

investment decisions. The world is changing very rapidly for instance because of fast 

changes in technology and globalization of many industries. So, the role of uncertainty in 

investment decisions seems to be growing in importance. Most of the challenges facing 

managers today are outside the firm (Subramanian & IsHak 1998, 8).

Especially businesses in developed countries have to live in two worlds at the same time: the 

world economy with its transnational monetary movements, and the national state in which 

political short-termism may have a role. These two perspectives emerge because, on the 

other hand, there is increasing economic integration, but at the same time even smaller units 

of national sovereignty are being created. (Drucker 1980, 177)

However, it is not easy to incorporate the considerations about uncertainty into practical 

decisions because of measurement problems and failure to recognize all the sources of 

uncertainty affecting a particular decision. Many methods of formal analysis offer ways to
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cope with risk, but uncertainty of the environment often requires also the use of management 

judgment. Organizations often do not recognize exactly how and why they change their 

investment behavior in an uncertain environment, and cannot therefore analyze whether the 

reaction has been appropriate or relevant.

It is therefore not surprising that organizations consider the assessment of risk the most 

difficult phase of the capital budgeting process (Farragher 1986, 298 and Kamath & Oberst 

1992, 221). However, it is worth noting that no matter how difficult it is to evaluate the 

effect of uncertainty on investment projects, it is usually better to at least try to estimate its 

effects than to ignore its presence altogether (Olivier 1986, 144). Although change and 

uncertainty may be perceived as constraints, they also enable people to achieve their 

objectives (Beardshaw & Palffeman 1986, 1-2).

3. THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY ON 

INVESTMENT BEHAVIOR

3.1 The Effect of Uncertainty on the Level of Investment

Many studies have examined how uncertainty affects the level of investment. Demers has 

demonstrated that demand uncertainty and irreversibility of investment together with the 

anticipation of receiving information in the future lead to lower investment levels than 

otherwise and to cautious investment behavior (Demers 1991, 346). In the model, the firm is 

aware of the set of possible states of demand but does not know with certainty which element 

of that set will constitute the true state (Demers 1991, 336).

In addition, Leahy and Whited have found that increase in uncertainty decreases investment 

(Leahy & Whited 1996, 77). They define uncertainty as the variance of the firm’s daily stock 

returns for each year in their sample (Leahy & Whited 1996, 68). By using this kind of 

measure for uncertainty, they are able to overcome the difficult task of identifying specific 

sources of uncertainty. However, this measure as such does not differentiate between 

uncertainty of the environment and uncertainty which is internal to a company.
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Campa has studied the effects of relative price uncertainty (through exchange rates and input 

prices) and demand uncertainty on the probability of entry and expansion in the chemical 

processing industry. In his model, uncertainty is measured primarily as standard deviation of 

the monthly changes in the underlying variables (Campa 1994, 566-567). He found that 

higher demand volatility tends to decrease the probability of entry in the industry (Campa 

1994, 570). Also, his studies suggest that the level of investment by multinational 

corporations in a particular country is not affected by uncertainty in that country. On the 

contrary, domestic companies have not the option to diversify their production across 

countries. This is why exchange rate volatility decreases the probability of expansion for 

them. (Campa 1994, 574)

Pindyck (1993, 66) argues that for most projects, particularly for large industrial investment 

projects for which input costs fluctuate, increasing uncertainty is very likely to depress 

investment. However, the opposite might be true for some R & D projects, for which 

technical uncertainty (which is not caused by environment) is a more important source of 

instability. In the face of technical uncertainty, only investing can reveal information about 

the amount of time, materials and effort required. (Definitions of input cost and technical 

uncertainty have been presented in the section 2.1.) In his examination of the construction of 

nuclear power plants, Pindyck uses the variance of cost as a measure of uncertainty (Pindyck 

1993, 68). His study shows that input cost uncertainty reduces investment in nuclear power 

plants (Pindyck 1993, 70).

Chang (1998, 462) has studied the equilibrium degree of flexibility chosen by companies 

operating in an oligopolistic market. In this market, the value of flexibility is caused by both 

an initial presence of uncertainty over customer preferences and its resolution. In this case, it 

seems that this type of uncertainty can easily cause a firm to value flexibility and even 

encourage it to make investments to increase that flexibility.

Ghosal and Loungani (1996) examined the impact of price uncertainty on investment 

decisions in industries with different levels of competition. In industries with low seller 

concentration and therefore more vigorous competition, they found that uncertainty tended to 

decrease investment. However, in industries characterized by relatively high seller
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concentration (imperfect competition), uncertainty had hardly any impact on investment. 

(Ghosal & Loungani 1996, 227) The researchers explain the latter result in the following 

way. Even in oligopolistic industries, uncertainty tends to decrease investment since projects 

are often irreversible and firms prefer to wait for new information before committing 

themselves. However, in these kinds of industries firms may fear that they can be preempted 

by competitors if they do not act quickly. Therefore, the uncertainties in competitive 

environment seem to be able to increase investment levels or at least mitigate the otherwise 

decreasing impact of uncertainty.

To summarize, many studies indicate that especially uncertainty related to demand and 

overall economic cycles is likely to reduce the amount of investment by a particular 

company at least in the short term. On the other hand, risks related to the actions of 

competitors can possibly increase investment. However, it may be that firms simply want to 

postpone their investments in an uncertain environment, or act quicker than they otherwise 

would in the face of competition. That is why it is important to examine also the effect of 

risk on the timing of investment projects.

3.2 The Effect of Uncertainty on the Timing of Investment

3.2.1 Introduction to Real Options

Traditionally, the net present value (NPV) rule has been presented as the best method for 

evaluating investments. However, as recent studies (see, for example, Dixit & Pindyck 1995, 

Ingersoll & Ross 1992, Rivoli & Salorio 1996) suggest, the simple NPV rule does not 

always capture all the important aspects in investment decisions. To be more precise, it is 

built on faulty assumptions. It assumes one of two things: either that the investment is 

reversible or that, if the investment is irreversible, the company will be in a now-or-never 

situation. In other words, the firm will lose the opportunity forever, if it does not invest now. 

(Dixit & Pindyck 1995, 106)

In the real world, however, investments can usually be delayed. In an uncertain environment, 

delaying investments and waiting for more information is often more desirable than
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investing at once. It is important to maintain flexibility and to keep opportunities open. 

Examples of investments which create options are easy to find: for instance research and 

development, pilot plants for testing out new markets, oil exploration, and international 

investments are examples of investments which are likely to help companies to maintain 

flexibility in uncertain environments. These investments have option characteristics: by 

investing in them, management creates a right to advance further (for instance, if the initial 

pilot plants prove profitable or the R & D creates useful results) but not the obligation to do 

so. (Buckley & Tse 1996, 305)

It seems that quite many investment projects can be analyzed using options as a tool. Real 

options, investment opportunities which involve option characteristics, can be used to study 

the effect of uncertainty on the timing of these investments. Real options can be examined 

with the help of the financial option theory.

The option theory has interesting implications for investment decisions. According to the 

theory, the more volatile the price of the underlying stock, the more valuable the option. The 

same principle can be applied to capital investment opportunities: The greater the uncertainty 

over the profitability of the investment, the greater the value of the opportunity (the option) 

and the greater the incentive to wait and to keep the opportunity alive rather than exercise it 

by investing right away (Dixit & Pindyck 1995, 110).

Real options can be divided into the following categories: (1) options to postpone 

investment, (2) options to abandon investment, (3) options to rescale investment, (4) options 

to make follow-on investments (growth options), and (5) options to change the technical 

nature of investment (Busby & Pitts 1997, 173-174). It is possible to derive two categories of 

the first four of these classes. These categories are (I) postponing or delaying investment, and 

(II) rescaling investment, either by changing the scale of the original investment or adding 

follow-on investments into it. Abandonment can be seen as an extreme case of rescaling. 

Any one investment project can naturally include several types of these options.

The real option approach can be used to explain why managers often require NPVs to be 

more than merely positive - they understand that, when exercising the option, the value of
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that option will be lost and NPV of the project has to compensate also for the value of the 

lost option (Dixit & Pindyck 1995, 107). So, investments which create options can be 

considered to be more valuable than the traditional NPV approach would indicate, and 

actions which exercise those options should be valued for less than the NPV approach would 

suggest (Dixit & Pindyck 1995, 112). It is important to recognize the difference between 

these two types of investments. In between them, once an option has been created, there is a 

period of time during which it is beneficial to delay the investment decision and wait for 

additional information - to keep one’s options open.

An investment process with options attached can be thought of in the following way. First, it 

is possible to distinguish investments that create opportunities. An example of this would be 

foreign direct investment which creates the opportunity for a firm to use the growth 

possibilities provided by the foreign country in question. Sometimes options also emerge 

from the operating environment without a need for a firm to make an effort to create them. 

Second, once these options have emerged, it may be valuable to keep them open and not to 

exercise them. Third, it is possible to consider investments which exercise these options. The 

section 3.2.2 below discusses the first category of investments, and the last two categories 

are analyzed in the section 3.2.3. Figure 2 below illustrates these considerations using a 

linear time line. In reality, the situation is more complex: there are projects whose 

implementation can create some types of options and exercise other types of options.

Create options Keep options open Exercise options
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2. Option considerations for a project across time.

time

3.2.2 Investments Which Create Opportunities

Some investments may be only marginally profitable or even unprofitable according to a 

strict NPV calculation, but can look highly beneficial for the company when the options they 

create are taken into account. For example, a strategic investment in a new market creates an 

important opportunity to grow in that market strongly later. This option may be especially
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valuable if also competitors are making a similar move at the same time and the company 

risks losing its competitive position in the market if it does not create the option. In some 

cases, this option may even become a necessity and the indirect risks and costs of not 

investing can become extremely high compared to the directly observed consequences of the 

strategy of “doing nothing”. According to Sharp (1991, 69), the threat to competitiveness is 

that management will fail to undertake very risky but strategically vital projects, not the 

possibility that management will select unprofitable investments.

Many of the studies in this area relate to FDI (foreign direct investment), i.e. efforts to 

reserve strategic growth options in new markets. Buckley and Tse (1996, 308) elaborate on 

the relationship of NPV and real options in foreign direct investment. For example, they 

suggest that in some cases the NPV of licensing might exceed that of FDI:

NPVjjcensing > NPVroI (1)

where

NP V[¡censing= net present value of licensing investment 

NPVroi = net present value of FDI

Licensing often requires less initial commitment and cash outlays than FDI and can therefore 

look more profitable if options are ignored. When considering also the options involved, it 

may actually turn out that:

NPViicensmg + Opt, < NPVfdi + 0Pt2 (2)

where

NPVlicensing, NPVpo, defined as before

Opt, = value of options created in the case of licensing

Opt2= value of options created in the case of FDI

When the options in both approaches are taken into account, FDI proves to be more 

beneficial. This is because FDI creates a more extensive presence in the host country and 

therefore far more options for expansion and learning. On the other hand, licensing does not 

involve the licensor directly and its opportunities for expansion in the host country can 

remain rather weak, the licensees receiving most of those options.
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Option theory implies that increase in uncertainty may increase the value of not investing, 

since the option to invest is kept unexercised. However, in an oligopolistic market situation, 

the possibilities to preempt competition are higher in a more uncertain environment. This 

increases the value of the growth option that can be created via investment: the option to get 

ahead the competition. On the other hand, if the strategic advantage to be achieved is only 

moderate, the value of the growth option is lower. In this case, the value of waiting can be 

greater than the value of the growth option, and investment may be delayed. (Kulatilaka & 

P erotti 1998, 1022)

Rivoli and Salorio have examined FDI from the viewpoint of option theory. According to 

them, the ownership of highly unique assets creates valuable options when exogenous 

uncertainty is sizable. This kind of ownership can create valuable opportunities for 

investment at a point in time, and discourage delaying the decision. (Rivoli & Salorio 1996, 

344)

3.2.3 Delaying Investments to Keep Options Open

Rivoli and Salorio have examined factors making the option to wait more valuable than 

investment today in an uncertain environment. They argue that these factors include (1) the 

degree to which the investment is reversible, (2) the degree to which it is delayable, and (3) 

the nature of uncertainty. In an extreme case, when the investment is either not delayable or 

completely reversible, the company should invest at once if the investment seems to be 

profitable. However, if the investment can be delayed and it is irreversible, the value of 

waiting should be considered in addition to the traditional NPV calculation (see Appendix 

B). (Rivoli & Salorio 1996, 339-340) Also the nature of risk plays a role: if the uncertainty 

can be resolved only by waiting, it is more valuable to wait for new information instead of 

investing right away. This kind of uncertainty is usually external to the company.

In an uncertain environment, the fact that a firm owns unique income-generating assets may 

make foreign direct investment by that firm less likely to occur at a point in time. This is 

because this advantage gives the firm an edge: it has greater leeway to delay its investment 

decision and wait for more information. If the information is favorable, it can then use these
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unique assets to enter a new market. On the other hand, a company which possesses fewer 

unique assets, is sometimes more likely to invest at once instead of waiting: if it waits for too 

long, its competitors will get a competitive edge. So, the ownership of highly unique assets 

creates the ability to invest profitably today - however, it also creates valuable options when 

exogenous uncertainty is sizable. (Rivoli & Salorio 1996, 344) Also, when studying new 

manufacturing technologies, it has been found that firms in general prefer to wait for some 

time, increasing their chances of encountering growing demand (Chung & Tsou 1998, 643).

Ingersoll and Ross have studied the effect of uncertain interest rates on investment. 

According to them, projects do not necessarily even have to possess the usual option-like 

characteristics to have option value in an uncertain economy. They argue that almost every 

project competes with itself when delayed. (Ingersoll & Ross 1992, 27) “With a sufficiently 

uncertain environment, even though the project now has a positive NPV, it might pay off to 

wait and hope for a decline in interest rates.” (Ingersoll & Ross 1992, 2) This is a point 

worth noting. In the traditional textbook approach, a given investment project is usually 

considered to compete only with other projects in a certain point in time. However, when 

choosing projects, management has to take a broader view and examine also the optimal 

timing of these projects.

In reality, there can be complications to the real options model as such. Teisberg (1994, 543) 

analyzed real option valuation in the case of a regulated firm, using a utility power plant 

construction project as an example. She found that under regulation, the value of the project 

rises less as a function of uncertainty, because the firm is buffered from very high and low 

outcomes by profit restrictions and salvage value allowances. The greater the amount of 

uncertainty, the more regulation reduces the value of the option. (Teisberg 1994, 543) In 

addition, there can be complications in the form of multi-stage real options (i.e. compound 

growth options). These are options whose exercise generates additional options as well as 

cash flows. Examples of these kinds of projects include research and development, 

infrastructure investments, market entry, and acquisitions. (Panayi & Trigeorgis 1998, 675) 

In this case, although the exercise of the option causes the original option value to be lost, 

that exercise also creates one or several new options which, in turn, have value.
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Rivoli and S alono distinguish between two types of uncertainty of the environment. If 

uncertainty is defined as a range of outcomes, they argue that higher instability (i.e., a wider 

range of possible outcomes around an expected value) will lead firms to postpone the 

decision to invest: they prefer to wait for new information. However, if uncertainty is 

measured as a frequency of change, the “wait and see” option has no value since the 

uncertainty will never be resolved anyway. For example, a company may be examining 

whether it should invest in a plant manufacturing a certain product. The price of that product 

will be the major determinant for the profitability of the investment. If the output price 

fluctuates randomly forever, the company will make the investment decision at once because 

new information will never arrive. (Rivoli & Salorio 1996, 352-353)

A company also has to consider when it should exercise the options it has created and kept 

open. When exercised, the value of the option is lost, and this has to be taken into account 

when considering the optimal investment timing. (Dixit & Pindyck 1995, 112)

3.3 Model on Investment Behavior

Based on the previous discussion, it is possible to derive a model that describes the observed 

or expected investment behavior of firms. In general, especially uncertainty related to the 

timing of economic cycles seems to decrease investment, although sometimes competitive 

uncertainties may increase investment. In addition, the existence of high uncertainty can 

delay certain types of investments but also make investment more likely to occur at a point 

in time for other kinds of investments.

Many studies have shown that the level of investment seems to decrease when uncertainty 

increases. According to the framework introduced here, this can mean one of two things. It is 

possible that (1) the overall level of investments decreases, i.e. investment projects which 

would occur in a too uncertain environment, are to be discarded forever. In addition, it is also 

possible that (2) some of the projects are postponed in an uncertain environment only to be 

taken into consideration later when it is seen that they can better contribute to the goals of 

the company. Figure 3 shows the inverse relationship between uncertainty of the 

environment and level of investment undertaken. The relationship is given here as linear.
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Whether the relationship actually is linear, convex or concave depends on the specific 

situation and the industry in which the firm operates.

level of 
investment

uncertainty of the environment

Figure 3. The Level of Investment as a Function of Environmental Uncertainty.

If the relationship is characterized as convex, this means that as the uncertainty starts to 

increase, the firm decreases its investment first substantially but later, as the level of 

uncertainty becomes higher, the firm decreases its investment less and less for a specific 

increase in uncertainty. This case might be exemplified by a firm which originally operates 

in a low risk environment but, as the environment changes and its uncertainty suddenly 

increases, the firm initially overreacts to the change. Later it improves its risk analysis and 

learns new ways of mitigating the effects of risk. Also, this kind of situation may arise if a 

firm notices that it has to keep up with the competition regardless of uncertainties involved. 

Constant reduction of investment levels in the face of increasing uncertainty may eventually 

lead to corporate failure. On the other hand, increasing uncertainties can also create 

opportunities.

On the contrary, it may also happen that as the uncertainty first becomes to increase, the firm 

will make only minor adjustments to its investment level, but as the uncertainty becomes 

more prominent, the firm will start decreasing its investment more and more as a response to 

a given increase in uncertainty. In this case, the relationship would be concave. This is the 

case of a firm which initially does not consider uncertainty to play a large role in its
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investment decisions, but learns that as the uncertainty continues to increase, it has to 

respond to the risk by changing its behavior more drastically.

In general, it seems that, when uncertainty increases, the time delay of an investment 

decision tends to increase, as the options in the investment projects become more valuable 

and it is more beneficial to keep them open. Busby and Pitts (1997, 176-177) have 

researched the use of real options in practice and found that firms do not, however, 

unanimously agree that uncertainty would increase the value of the option to wait. This can 

be explained by the fact that in reality, most investments are a mix of real options and non- 

flexible investments, and the different effects of increasing uncertainty on these two kinds of 

investments may cancel each other out. In addition, organizational and behavioral factors 

may decrease the value of options. These factors include e.g. the possible lack of 

commitment to the original project plan because of the existence of options, and stress of the 

work force as they have to make more difficult choices instead of working in a regular, 

planned and routine environment (Busby & Pitts 1997, 197-180). It is also worth noting that 

only 20 % of the respondents in that study said that they have procedures for assessing 

postponement flexibility (Busby & Pitts 1997, 176). This percentage may be low due to the 

above mentioned organizational and behavioral problems related to commitment.

So far, mostly (1) the decreasing effect of uncertainty on the level of investment and (2) the 

delaying effect of keeping options open have been described. However, the option theory 

also has a more complex implication which should be taken into account in the analysis. 

Some investments can create options and these investments may indeed increase the overall 

level of investment in an uncertain environment. An example of these investments would be 

investments in growth options described by Kulatilaka and Perotti (1998). In addition, these 

investments may be less likely to be delayed in a more uncertain environment, because in a 

risky environment these options have more value. So, the effect of this aspect on the level 

and timing of investment seems to mitigate the others, although the empirical evidence 

indicates that the strength of the mitigating effects is either equal or smaller than that of 

those described before.
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This chapter has considered the expected (according to real option theory) investment levels 

and timing. It has also outlined the observations made in practice, and it is possible to 

conclude that these observations seem to support the theory. So far only aggregate 

investment decisions have been analyzed. However, to arrive at these aggregate decisions, 

the firms have to make certain decisions already early in their investment processes for 

individual investments. The specific actions of a firm during an investment process 

determine whether investments are being considered, postponed, or abandoned, depending 

on the uncertainty of the environment. The next chapter analyzes at which point in the 

investment process these actions are or should be taken, and how the consequences of 

environmental uncertainty are considered in practice.

4. THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY ON 
INVESTMENT PROCESS

Before the final approval can take place, there are a lot of forces at work in the organization, 

and the interplay between these forces determines whether, when, and how projects are 

decided on and implemented. In addition to observed or expected investment behavior, 

uncertainty of the environment has an effect on how projects are handled inside the firm 

before any action is taken. In fact, the internal investment process should eventually lead to 

the behavior modeled previously. This chapter discusses the major determinants for the 

observed or expected investment behavior, using investment process as a framework.

4.1 Investment Process

Several different investment process models have been presented in the literature. Many of 

these models attempt to cover the whole investment process as thoroughly as possible, 

beginning from the strategy (the basis for investments) and ending to monitoring and control. 

As an example of a model, that of Kasanen et al. (1993, 29) is provided here. This model 

emphasizes that “the investment process” is not actually a process, but a set of interrelated 

activities. The phases of the model include:

1) Connection with strategy

2) Search for projects
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3) Development of projects

4) Economic analysis of projects

5) Financing

6) Authorization decision

7) Monitoring and control (Kasanen et al. 1993, 29).

Gordon and Pinches (1984, 8-9) have provided a less refined framework for the process. It 

includes four stages: identification, development, selection, and control.

In the identification stage, it is noted that a capital expenditure of a certain kind will be 

necessary to combat a problem or use an opportunity available for the organization (Gordon 

& Pinches 1984, 8). For example, the management of the company notices that 

implementation of the strategy requires a specific kind of acquisition. In this case, the 

investment supports the existing strategy and/or changes in that strategy. On the other hand, 

the operational management or other personnel may notice an improvement opportunity at 

the operational level, e.g. a machine which should be replaced to improve the productivity of 

the factory.

The development stage consists of the development of alternative projects necessary to solve 

the problem or take advantage of the opportunity (Gordon & Pinches 1984, 8). This stage 

can be assumed to include also the search of these alternatives as well as project analysis, 

using both quantitative and qualitative information.

In the selection phase one or more projects are chosen for implementation (Gordon & 

Pinches 1984, 8). Selection may mean a specific authorization decision from senior 

management, a decision that confirms the acceptance of the project which the organization 

may already have committed to. The last phase is control which includes e.g. performance 

evaluation of the project. The process is not strictly sequential, and the phases may take 

place in loops. (Gordon & Pinches 1984, 8-9)

For the purposes of this study it is reasonable to concentrate only in the parts of the 

investment process in which the level and timing of investments are decided, and where
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uncertainty has an impact on these issues. The phases used in this study can be outlined as 

follows:

1 ) Strategy connection

2) Search for ideas

3) Development of projects

- search for information

- analysis

- financing

4) Investment decision and commitment

Monitoring and control are not covered in the model since they occur later than the 

commitment to the project. However, issues related to monitoring and control may be 

covered in other parts of the process if they are applicable. The model is presented 

graphically in Figure 4.

Strategy
Connectioi

Investment
DecisionFinancing

Organization

Senior Management

Idea Search Development:
Search for Information, Analysis, Financing, 
Commitment

Figure 4. Investment Process Model.

In the process, the role of senior management is important. They decide on the connection 

with the firm strategy and this strategy connection influences both the search for ideas and 

the development of projects. However, most of the parts of the process take place elsewhere 

in the organization. As can be seen in Figure 4, the development stage includes search for 

information, analysis, financing, and formation of commitment. Financing can be directly
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influenced by senior management. In the end of the development process, a formal 

investment decision is made.

It is worth noting that commitment is connected with decision making: during the 

development process, as information is gathered and the project is planned for, the 

organization is committing to a favorable investment decision. As commitment takes place 

mostly during the development phase, it is presented in that phase in Figure 4. However, as it 

relates to the same kinds of issues as the final decision, it will later be analyzed in the same 

sections as decision making.

The decision making process can be described as a continuous use of managerial discretion 

which allows for options to invest in real assets to be evaluated on an on-going basis. These 

options can be either exercised, deferred, or allowed to expire at almost any point of the 

process, and therefore an approach based on options can also be used as a representation of 

the process. (Lander & Pinches 1998, 538) In the following, when appropriate, this aspect 

will also be considered as it relates to the process stages. At least large corporations often 

have a formal system for investment planning and implementation, (Kasanen et al. 1993, 32) 

and the investment process can unfold within the limitations of this system.

4.2 Effect of Uncertainty on Process Stages

4.2.1 Strategy Connection

Investments and strategy should be in a harmony with each other, because investments are a 

means of implementing the strategy (Kasanen et al. 1993, 30). On the other hand, 

investments can also shape strategy in some cases (Kasanen et al. 1993, 32). This kind of 

situation can occur for example when a large investment opportunity is accepted because of 

its attractiveness although it was not initially in harmony with the existing strategy, and due 

to the new favorable direction, there is a need to reshape the strategy.

Investments are often divided into different categories according to their purpose. They can 

be categorized using a simple approach in which operational investments are separated from
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strategic investments, or a more complicated approach in which e.g. replacement 

investments, statutory investments, rationalization investments and expansive investments 

are treated separately. Also in the latter approach the separation has a clear connection with 

the corporate strategy: for example, expansion projects are more often strategic than others, 

and replacement investments are almost always operational. Senior management has a 

special interest in each strategic project, whereas operational projects are dealt with at the 

operational levels of the organization, and only their aggregate value may be approved at the 

senior management level. Upper management can influence the concentration of decision 

making when deciding on the division between strategic and operational projects. As noted 

before, strategic investments are usually undertaken in the face of greater uncertainty than 

operational investments. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 32-34) An indication of this is also one of the 

results from a study by Honko et al. (1982, 63) which showed that investments directed for 

expansion into new businesses were among highly risky investments in terms of the 

possibility for failure.

Butler et al. (1991, 401-402) researched three different strategic investments made in three 

different companies. Their study shows that managements in all of these three firms 

considered it very important that the project was in accordance with the business strategy. 

For strategic projects such as these, it is important that they bring the company to the right 

direction, even if current year’s earnings (short-term indicators) are affected (Butler et al 

1991, 402). However, it has to be noted that these projects did not take place in a highly 

uncertain environment, although their risks were higher than they would have been e.g. for 

pure replacement investments.

Chen (1995, 158) has researched how the uncertainty of the environment affects the use of 

non-financial factors (such as strategy, quality, and flexibility). He found that for projects 

which include expansion into new products, these non-financial issues were considered more 

than for projects expanding within the existing product range and for replacement projects. 

However, he did not find any differences between the categories ‘expanding using existing 

products’ and pure ‘replacement’. In addition, he did not find that environmental uncertainty 

would increase the usage of non-financial measures in general. (Chen 1995, 161) It is worth
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emphasizing that in his study, also other non-financial issues in addition to strategy were 

considered.

If the firm has to react quickly to new circumstances, strategy, investments and operations 

have to be tightly connected together. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 35-36) The need to react might 

lead to a situation where the firm also has to adjust its strategies, the basis of investments and 

operations, quickly, avoiding inflexible, formalized strategy making (Marinov & Marinova 

1998, 401). This approach would indicate a greater need for flexibility and creativity in the 

search, development, and analysis of investment projects. However, if the firm operates in a 

stable and relatively predictable environment, it can use more time to formulate the strategy 

and naturally also large projects connected with that strategy. It can also be expected that, in 

that case, investments may have a smaller impact on the strategy.

The case of Interbrew can be used to demonstrate the importance of flexibility. Interbrew is a 

brewing company in Belgium, and when the markets in the eastern Europe were opened, it 

invested in production and marketing facilities in both Hungary and Bulgaria. Initially, 

Hungary was considered to be the country with the least risk among the emerging markets of 

eastern Europe because of e.g. its stable social climate and the existence of many other 

foreign investors in the country within other industries. However, the firm failed to take into 

account the continuous changes in the business environment of Hungary, caused mainly by 

intensified competition due to foreign entrants and falling demand. Interbrew fell behind the 

competition due to its inflexibility and took a reactive rather than proactive position in the 

market. (Marinov & Marinova 1998, 404-405) In Bulgaria, political and economic 

instabilities were more serious. The firm acknowledged this and used the lessons learned in 

Hungary: it adopted a proactive strategy and was able to preempt its competition. Also, it 

had a more flexible strategy but at the same time a higher commitment to the market. 

(Marinov & Marinova 1998, 404-407) So, in uncertain environment it seems to be important 

to have a clear long-term strategy and consistently pursue it. However, at the same time this 

strategy and investments connected with it should be flexible. (Marinov & Marinova 1998, 

408)
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The options approach can also be extended to strategic considerations. The development of 

innovative strategies may be restricted if only narrow cash flow analysis is used, and the 

options inherent in strategic, but uncertain and unpredictable initiatives are not considered 

adequately (Slater et al. 1998, 447-448). A pure cash flow approach may lead companies to 

refuse to invest in those projects which would formulate the strategy into a new innovative 

direction filled with option capabilities. These firms may commit instead to replacement 

investments which are surely in accordance with the existing strategy, but may not offer any 

additional opportunities for the business.

To summarize, it seems that the investments undertaken in an uncertain environment are 

usually quite strictly required to be in accordance with the strategy, although in some 

situations those investments can even help in formulating strategy. The importance of being 

in harmony with strategy may be underlined for risky investments because they need to be 

considered and justified very carefully, often relying more on strategic points than financial 

evaluation. Also, in an uncertain environment, strategies need to be somewhat flexible, and 

therefore also the investment plans based on those strategies need to have options attached.

Considering these issues, it is not surprising that uncertainty in general seems to decrease 

investment: in an uncertain environment, projects which are suspected not to follow strategy, 

are maybe not even taken into consideration or at least are delayed. On the other hand, there 

are difficulties to find projects with enough flexibility to follow and supplement the 

adjustments required in the strategy and tactics of the firm.

4.2.2 Search for Ideas

Projects have to be searched for and identified before any decisions on them can be made. 

Finding suitable investment ideas is naturally vital for a company. Ideas can be uncovered 

either from inside or outside of the organization, and their search can be enhanced either by 

possible opportunities or problems which should be solved. Ideas may originate at different 

organizational levels, lower levels being responsible for operational and some types of 

strategic investments, whereas other types of strategic projects, like acquisitions, are often 

originated by senior management. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 36-37) Generating non-routine and
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strategic proposals often requires the firm to gather information from the external 

environment, ideas possibly originating from several organizational layers (Pike & Neale 

1996, 184; Kasanen et al. 1993, 40).

If the company notices a lack of investment ideas, the search for ideas may become more 

active. Senior management can direct the ideas to the desired direction by giving strategic 

guidelines and modifying reward systems. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 37) The extent to which the 

search is systematic may vary.

Brassard (1998, 45) has researched the different information required by a firm in three 

different stages of the investment process. The first stage is called problem recognition, 

which includes the recognition of the need for investment, the evaluation of requirements, 

and the selection of key factors. In Brassard’s study, almost all information sources are 

considered less important in this initial stage. The only sources which are used more in this 

stage than in the later stages were publications such as booklets, studies, and articles, 

whereas the sources in the other stages emphasize the importance of personal contacts. At 

this initial stage, investors are not very preoccupied with external search of information. 

(Brassard 1998, 43-44)

The earlier an idea can be identified, the greater is the possible reward (Pike & Neale 1996, 

184). Also R & D can be seen as a search for project ideas (Kasanen et al. 1993, 37). These 

issues may provide an additional explanation why firms invest in R & D - they want to create 

suitable investment ideas before competitors can uncover them. R & D creates an option to 

make further investments if that initial research is successful. According to option theory, the 

amount of R & D can be expected to increase when uncertainty of the environment increases, 

since volatility would make the possible options more valuable. However, if the future is 

very uncertain, firms may consider that investment now in R & D is not worthwhile since the 

expected payoffs are too far in the future.

The proposer of an investment idea usually has to put a lot of effort and time into idea 

generation, not to mention the personal risk involved with proposing the idea. Therefore, 

especially in an uncertain situation, there is a danger that a manager whose proposal has not
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been accepted may be less reluctant to search for and propose ideas in the future, unless the 

organizational culture and reward systems encourage generating proposals. (Pike & Neale 

1996, 184)

As noted earlier, for uncertain investments the connection with strategy can be expected to 

be more important. This might also show in the search for ideas: in an uncertain 

environment, the generation of ideas might be strictly restricted to those which are clearly in 

accordance with the strategy. On the other hand, previous research (Kasanen et al. 1993, 38) 

has shown the following. When the markets of the firm are stable and there are few 

competitors, the search is being concentrated heavily. On the other hand, in a dynamic 

market situation, where speed of finding investments is important, the search for projects 

tends to be extensive. This kind of behavior can be especially associated with competition in 

the market: firms have to be aggressive in finding ideas before competitors.

Uncertainty may require flexibility to adapt to new circumstances, and it is often beneficial 

to be the first mover (Marinov & Marinova 1998, 408). Also the search for ideas should be 

more extensive so that the organization can ensure a continuos flow of creative ideas helping 

it to adapt to several possible scenarios.

It seems that the extent of search of ideas depends on the policy and culture of the company 

in question, as well as the source of uncertainty. If the company culture encourages 

innovative searching, this activity can be expected to stay the same or even increase during 

periods of high uncertainty. On the other hand, if the culture does not support innovative 

searching and discourages managers to invent ideas which are not eventually acceptable or 

strictly in accordance with the strategy, the amount of ideas would be expected to decrease in 

uncertain times. In this case, the risks for not getting projects accepted are high. Some initial 

searching may take place, but the initiation of any kind of screening of proposals may be 

easily postponed.

If the uncertainty is caused by a competitive situation, and if the firm can mitigate the effects 

of the uncertainty in the competitive environment by investing, ideas may be generated 

more, since they are important in creating a competitive edge. Also the importance of
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contingency plans for reacting to the actions of competitors would become more important, 

increasing the incentive for creating new ideas. On the other hand, if the uncertainty is 

caused by economic conditions which the firm is assumed to have no influence on, the 

generation of ideas might be postponed until they can be evaluated in a more precise manner. 

Of course, the existence of some contingency plans is also important in this situation.

4.2.3 Development of Projects

The development stage begins after the initial idea has been uncovered and ends when the 

decision and the commitment to the project have been reached. Therefore, the development 

phase includes the decision whether and how the initial idea is further developed, how 

information is searched for, what kind of information is used, and what is the relative 

importance of quantitative and qualitative factors in the development stage. During 

development, commitment to the project is formed, and the use of power can have a 

considerable role in all phases of the development stage. See Figure 5 for an investment 

process with development represented as a major chain of events between the initial idea and 

the decision. (Wikman 1993, 384-389) In addition to the factors mentioned in the figure, also 

financing is considered an issue in the development stage.

4.2.3.1 Search for Information

Information has an import role in the process, as can be seen in Figure 5. After an idea has 

been generated, it will stay in the idea inventory during preliminary screening (Pike & Neale 

1996, 185) until enough supportive information has been gathered for it to climb over the 

action threshold. After this, more systematic information gathering is done, and the 

information is used in making the final decision. The collected information can be either 

quantitative or qualitative, and it can also serve as a tool for exercising power in the 

organization. Especially vision on the market developments is important information during 

the process. Information is communicated both formally and during informal discussions, 

and especially informal information transfer can effectively build support for the project in 

the organization. (Wikman 1993, 385-386; Pike & Neale 1996, 185)
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Figure 5. A View on Investment Process. (Adaptedfrom Wikman 1993, 385)

The amount of information collected is determined by (1) the data perceived as desirable to 

gain a favorable decision, (2) ease and cost of project development, and (3) the extent to 

which the manager who proposed the project will be held responsible for later project 

performance (Pike & Neale 1996, 185). So, as uncertainty increases, it may (1) make 

developers gather more information to decrease major uncertainties and increase chances of 

project commitment, support and approval, (2) decrease the propensity to start collecting 

data in the first place because of the difficulties associated with it, and (3) once the decision
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to collect information has been made, make the proposer of the project more committed to 

gathering accurate information to justify the project for his or her superiors.

Gathering information and developing a proposal can be very costly, and therefore only 

certain proposals can pass the preliminary screening stage to be developed (Kasanen et al 

1993, 40-41). In an uncertain environment, information gathering is more difficult since (1) 

accurate information is not easily found and (2) uncertainties have to be analyzed carefully. 

This would indicate that those investments which would be undertaken in a highly uncertain 

environment are discarded or delayed in the development stage more easily than projects 

taking place in a stable situation, since their development would involve more effort and 

higher costs. As these development decisions are usually made at the business units level, 

senior management is often not even aware of the projects being discarded (Kasanen et al. 

1993, 41). Sometimes, especially in the case of strategic investments, the costs of gathering 

enough accurate information are so high that these investment decisions are made with the 

help of incomplete information, rather than discarded. The decision is made before any 

calculations are prepared to avoid unnecessary duplication of workload. On the other hand, 

operational projects can be more easily compared with each other using quantitative data, 

which is often relatively effortlessly available for decision makers. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 43- 

45)

Ehrman and Hamburg (1986) have examined how firms can optimize information search 

when selecting a suitable country for foreign direct investment. They argue that as e.g. 

market information is a key component in making this decision, the on-site investigation can 

be expensive, allowing only certain countries to be researched properly (Ehrman & Hamburg 

1986, 95). Therefore, an optimal subset of countries should be selected first using key 

variables and the most optimal country should be chosen from within this subset (Ehrman & 

Hamburg 1986, 98). It seems that this may be a common procedure firms use in an uncertain 

situation: as collecting information is costly, it is sensible to restrict information search first 

to only a subset of initial alternatives.

Forsyth (1997) has researched the optimal amount of and strategy for information search in 

the case of groundwater protection. She discusses two strategies: fixed sample size (ESS) and
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strictly sequential strategy. In FSS, the number of observations is chosen before any data 

collection is done. When using strictly sequential strategy, one observation is made at a time 

and after each observation it is determined (by using accumulated information) whether 

additional research is needed. FSS can result in over-investment, whereas strictly sequential 

strategy allows for flexibility. However, when using FSS, the information search is faster, 

because it is not necessary to make decisions after each step. Therefore, a combination of the 

two is likely to be optimal in an uncertain environment, when the optimal amount of 

information search is not known in advance. (Forsyth 1997, 4-5) However, this combination 

is difficult to implement in practice.

In an uncertain situation, firms consider different types of information in a different way than 

in a stable environment. According to a study by Brossard (1998, 45) personal information 

sources are usually seen as more important in a risky environment (foreign investment or 

acquisition in the study). In the development stage, it is especially important to be able to 

“tangibilize” the project, i.e. to be able to go on site to initiate and deepen relationships with 

influential people in the region and the firm. In addition, firms prefer to receive advice from 

an outside consultant or other third party in order to decrease uncertainties involved. 

However, knowledge already possessed inside the company is the most important source of 

information. Impersonal material is not used as much as personal contacts. (Brossard 1998, 

45-48)

It has already been noted that the existence of uncertainties may make firms more eager to 

collect additional information. As information load (the amount of information available) 

increases, it seems that decision makers rely more on simplifying or noncompensatory 

information search strategies. This means that the evaluation and combination of information 

is simplified, e.g. evaluation tends to be more qualitative than quantitative (for example, 

satisfactory versus unsatisfactory). (Cook 1993, 683-684, 693) This may either lead to trying 

to find quickly any acceptable alternative, or eliminating rapidly unacceptable alternatives 

(Cook 1993, 691). Naturally, these approaches may lead to less than optimal results, for 

example because all information is not used (Cook 1993, 693).
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To summarize, it seems that although ideas may be generated, there is a propensity to discard 

or delay information gathering for a riskier project. This is because that kind of a project has 

a lower probability to gain commitment and a favorable decision in the organization, and 

because it requires more effort and is more expensive to develop than a simple replacement 

project. The information sources would have to be personal and relational, further 

complicating the acquisition of information since the proposer would have to be himself or 

herself directly involved in the information gathering.

However, if an uncertain project is considered attractive enough, information gathering is 

taken seriously since the scope and amount of information needed is likely to be larger than 

in projects which are undertaken in a less risky environment. To convince the rest of the 

organization, the proposer has to be committed to collecting the required amounts of 

information. It seems that the effort in risky projects tends to be concentrated in very 

attractive opportunities.

4.2.3.2 Analysis

Analysis Using Options

In making strategic investments, management judgment can be a more important 

consideration than investment calculations (Wikman 1993, 386). As the option theory 

approach can help in assessing the potential flexibility of projects, these real option 

considerations can become more important in an uncertain environment (Kasanen et al. 

1993, 47). The option approach can help management for example to systematically organize 

the analysis, reveal more features of the investment opportunity, improve communication, 

and distinguish between alternative investments and options in a single investment 

opportunity (Lander & Pinches 1998, 541). All of these features should encourage more use 

of this approach in an uncertain environment.

Traditional discounted cash flow based analysis has several drawbacks. It can be undermined 

by inaccuracy and bias in forecasts: the analysis needs exact information on e.g. future sales 

volumes, prices, operating costs, and on the timing of each, and managers’ own mental
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models or selective perception may play a large role. In addition, selecting an appropriate 

discount rate can be difficult as well, and the calculation often assumes that the status quo 

will continue also in the future, denying the possibilities to adapt to new circumstances. 

(Slater et al. 1998, 448-450) In an uncertain environment, all these issues, difficulties in 

forecasting, selection of discount rate, and the assumption of situation remaining the same all 

the time, become crucial. Therefore, considerations related to real options can be expected to 

increase in risky situations. The necessity to make adjustments in the investment 

development stages also increases the need to consider flexibilities. (Marinov & Marinova 

1998, 408)

However, as uncertainties increase, valuation using option theory becomes more difficult. 

Study by Howell and Jägle (1997, 932) shows that skilled decision makers seem to agree 

only approximately with the predictions of real option theory when evaluating hypothetical 

investment opportunities. They become more conservative when volatility is high or when 

the option is far in-the-money of far out-of-the-money1. These are situations which the 

managers are least likely to encounter in actual decision making situations. Overvaluations 

are usually highest for more senior people. The study seems to indicate that there is a need 

for option theory training for managers. (Howell & Jägle 1997, 932)

Busby and Pitts (1997) have studied how real options are used in practice. According to their 

findings, few firms had explicit procedures or routines to assess option values or option 

characteristics inherent in investment projects (Busby & Pitts 1997, 176). In practice, 

analyzing or otherwise considering e.g. an abandonment option would be seen as defeatist, 

and is not usually recommended in organizations (Busby & Pitts 1997, 180). Firms have 

several different ways of coping with uncertainty. For example, some companies require 

long-lasting projects to have greater flexibility in order to react to environment, especially 

competitors’ actions, some want to have shorter periods between project reviews if 

uncertainty is high, some preserve options to withdraw or otherwise consider their “exit 

strategies” in case of a possible failure, and some even require projects with limited 

flexibility to have greater return (Busby & Pitts 1997, 180).

1 An option is in-the-money when, if it expired now, it would be desirable to be exercised. An option is out-of- 
the-money when, if it expired now, it would not be desirable to exercise it.
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Organizational Issues

If managers have different perceptions about risk (risk incongruence), project analysis is 

likely to be difficult and the whole process can be characterized as excessive bargaining. In 

addition, the degree to which different managers in different levels of the organization are 

willing to take risks may vary, creating additional difficulties. (Butler et al. 1991, 397)

According to Evans (1987, 265), there are several functional departments which identify the 

potential ecological or social impacts of new products, including engineering, R & D, 

marketing, and legal departments. On average, companies use over 4.5 different groups to 

evaluate these impacts, as several different viewpoints provide a more reliable picture on the 

whole field. (Evans 1987, 265) The more uncertain and diverse the environment, the more it 

would be expected that different groups would provide their analysis on the situation. In 

Evans’ study, quantitative data used to measure the uncertainties included past lawsuit data, 

insurance estimates, and estimates provided by consultants. These sources tend to be most 

helpful when there is not a high uncertainty associated with the new product, i.e. it is similar 

to the existing products of the firm. (Evans 1987, 268) Therefore, it seems that in the face of 

high uncertainties, qualitative information would be more useful. Determining whether a 

new product will be in accordance with existing regulations is simple and inexpensive but 

appears to be inaccurate according to the survey. This may be because some possible impacts 

of these products are not included in existing regulations. (Evans 1987, 270) This would 

imply a need for a more creative approach to evaluation.

Firms use several methods to decrease the riskiness of the project, and some of these 

methods have to be already planned and taken into account in the development stage. Some 

methods include diversifying risk, market research, phased approval or development, and 

minimizing upfront commitment (Ho & Pike 1991, 233-234).
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Risk Analysis and Risk Adjustment

The use of risk analysis is increasing. Popular risk adjustment techniques include applying 

risk-adjusted discount rates, adjusting the required payback period, and sensitivity analysis. 

(Mukheijee & Henderson 1987, 82) In a study be Evans (1987, 267) the methods used to 

identify uncertainties included brainstorming, simulation, modeling, Delphi forecasting2, and 

prototypes. Ho and Pike (1991, 231-232) found procedures such as subjective/intuitive 

assessment, sensitivity analysis, probability analysis, capital asset pricing model (beta 

analysis), risk simulation, scenarios, break-even analysis, and several other versions of these 

methods to be used in companies. At least the use of sensitivity analysis seems to increase 

with increases in project risk (Ho & Pike 1991, 232).

The improving overall performance of a business unit, measured by e.g. its profitability and 

leverage, may increase the faith of senior management in that business unit (Kasanen et al. 

1993, 49). If these kinds of measures are used, the business unit may have an incentive to 

analyze more critically especially large projects undertaken in an uncertain environment and 

which could easily threaten, if failed, the overall profitability and creditworthiness of the unit 

(Kasanen et al. 1993, 52). In addition, risk analysis can sometimes be conducted as to the 

project’s effects on overall corporate risk or the risk for investor’s portfolio (Ho & Pike 

1991, 229-230). There is a need for flexible, multi-level decision processes with 

consideration for various risk perspectives (Ho & Pike 1991, 231). However, it should be 

noted that this consideration should not become excessive as to jeopardize any project taking 

place in an uncertain environment.

The payback period may often be used in risk analysis as an indicative measure of the overall 

riskiness of the project, and can therefore be expected to be used more when uncertainties are 

higher (Kasanen et al. 1993, 52). In general, calculations are a way of ascertaining that the 

required amount of analysis has been made and commitment by the proposer reached 

(Kasanen et al. 1993, 53). This would indicate that formal quantitative analysis would have a

2 Delphi method is a procedure in which a respondent group consisting of experts receives questions on a 
specific topic, and after answering, the experts are given a possibility to recursively refine their views based on 
the responses of the whole group. Delphi evokes expert opinion by assuring anonymity, and provides feedback, 
allowing for a comprehensive analysis of a problem. (Khorramshahgol & Okoruwa 1994, 18)
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more important role for uncertain projects. Ho and Pike (1998, 250-252) hypothesize that 

firms with aggressive risk-taking strategies and firms operating in an uncertain environment 

would use a higher level of risk analysis. They also confirm that companies with high risk

taking propensity seem to use risk analysis more. However, the only uncertainty element to 

significantly increase the use of risk analysis in their study was socioeconomic uncertainty, 

other dimensions of uncertainty, such as market uncertainty, volatility of sales, volatility of 

return on capital employed (ROCE) and firm beta (market risk), having less impact. The 

researchers noted that the impact may vary according to the specific dimension or measure of 

uncertainty considered. (Ho & Pike 1998, 257-260)

As a way of accounting for risk, firms may often shorten payback period especially in the 

business unit level, and adjust estimated cash flows in the group level. These is a risk that the 

effects of risk measurement methods employed will be accumulated in such a way that the 

decision making will be too biased against risky projects. (Ho & Pike 1991,234)

Relative Importance of Quantitative Appraisal Methods

Traditionally, research in comparing calculation methods has focused on what methods of 

formal analysis are used most frequently and whether theoretically sound discounted cash 

flow (DCF) techniques such as net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) are 

actually used more than non-DCF techniques (such as payback period and accounting rate of 

return). It seems that DCF techniques have indeed gained acceptance and their use has 

increased in recent years (Chen 1995, 153).

However, the relative importance of different methods can vary when evaluating different 

investment proposals. Usually, payback is considered a method useful for analysis in a 

situation which involves considerable uncertainty, whereas net present value and internal rate 

of return require a lot of knowledge (for example knowledge about the discount rate) to be 

able to perform effectively in a decision making situation. This view has been examined in 

theory: for example Kee and Bublitz argue that payback is applicable to investments in assets 

involving considerable risk (Kee & Bublitz 1988, 153). Also, Fama (1996, 427) argues that 

given the massive uncertainties involved in project valuation, discounting rule may not
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produce estimates that have less measurement error than a simple approach like payback 

period.

Chen has empirically studied the effect of environmental uncertainty on the use of different 

techniques. His study suggests the firms preferring DCF techniques operate in a more 

predictable environment than the firms using DCF methods less. In this study, the level of 

uncertainty is measured as how unpredictable the companies themselves see their 

environments. (Chen 1995, 161) In addition, Haka (1987, 43) has shown that companies 

operating in a more predictable environment are likely to benefit more from the use of DCF 

methods. (The predictability of the environment was measured in the study as the amount of 

change in consumer tastes, competitors’ actions as well as financial and technological 

developments (Haka 1987, 35).)

In his study, Chen also examines the impact of investment types on capital budgeting 

techniques. He considers three different investment projects: (1) equipment replacement, 

which involves low uncertainty, (2) expansion of existing products, involving a considerably 

greater amount of uncertainty, and (3) expansion into new products, which possesses the 

largest amount of uncertainty out of these three options. (Chen 1995, 148) (However, it is 

not possible to state clearly how large a part of the uncertainty inherent in each of these 

options is actually caused by environment.) When considering the results of the study, it can 

be concluded that the use of discounted cash flow techniques is more common in the 

expansion projects than in the equipment replacement investments. Different investment 

types do not seem to have an effect on the use of payback or accounting rate of return in the 

sample. (Chen 1995, 155-156)

Cook and Rizzuto have studied formal analysis methods used in research and development 

projects. They divide R & D into three types of activities: (1) basic research (research to gain 

knowledge for its own sake), (2) applied research (a goal of obtaining specific knowledge 

which can be commercialized), and (3) development (translation of knowledge into concrete 

new products and processes) (Cook & Rizzuto 1989, 293). Furthermore, the study shows that 

the strategic aspect of the projects is far more important for basic research than for
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development, for example (Cook & Rizzuto 1989, 297). This indicates that basic research is 

usually the riskiest and development involves the least risk out of these three types.

Payback and internal rate of return are the most commonly used methods in that study - they 

rank among three most used techniques across all types of investments. The role of 

undiscounted benefit/cost ratio clearly diminishes as risk decreases - in basic research, it is 

the leading technique, but in development projects it is clearly lagging behind payback, IRR 

and even NPV. (Cook & Rizzuto 1989, 295)

The calculation of cash flows and the determination of the discount rate can cause significant 

problems in an uncertain environment. Generally, it can be concluded that it is easier to 

estimate cash flows generated from cost savings than cash flows caused by an increase in 

sales (Rannisto 1991, 30). However, both of these cash flow types are difficult to determine 

and the decisions based on these kinds of calculations may not be reliable enough.

When uncertainty of the environment increases, the measurement and forecasting of future 

cash flows becomes more difficult. Even the amount of initial investment can be difficult to 

estimate correctly, and the accurate measurement of future cash inflows is often not possible. 

(Wikman 1993, 387; Honko et al. 1982, 121-124)

Evans (1987, 265) has researched how firms forecast and make decisions under uncertainty 

about ecological or social impacts of new products. He found that when identifying possible 

courses of action, firms usually tended to forecast these impacts on average out to 6.5 years. 

This may be too short of a horizon at least for these types of uncertainties. The result implies 

that the greater the uncertainties involved, the longer the planning horizon should be, and the 

more thorough the forecasting. On the other hand, as noted before, the investment plans 

should also be flexible precisely because of the uncertainties involved. Despite its 

importance, according to Honko et al. (1982, 121) forecasting is one of the major challenges 

encountered in the investment process and failure in forecasting often may lead to failure 

also in the project itself.
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So, it can be concluded that although the use of DCF methods has increased in recent years, 

so called simple (non-DCF) methods seem to be utilized more in very uncertain 

environments. In that kind of situation, companies are likely to consider that these developed 

methods are not offering any extra value that would justify their use as opposed to the simple 

methods that are easy to calculate and communicate.

Relative Importance of Quantitative and Qualitative Factors

It can be assumed that it is usually difficult to use formal analysis and calculate specific 

formulas when making an investment decision in an uncertain environment. In a risky 

situation, the decision maker is not able to estimate all the figures precisely and therefore 

calculations may be based on unreliable data in the first place. For example, when 

calculating the net present value, it is necessary to estimate cash flows and the required rate 

of return. However, if these measures are not reliable, the NPV calculation itself is unlikely 

to produce correct results. That is why it is reasonable to assume that an increase in 

uncertainty will result in a rise in the relative importance of management judgment in the 

decision making process. In addition, many of the investments taking place in an uncertain 

environment are strategic investments. When considering them, management has to rely 

more on their own knowledge and judgment about relevant issues than on strictly 

quantitative data.

Cauwenbergh et al. have studied how the importance of formal analysis of strategic 

investments is affected by changes in the environmental uncertainty. The researchers refer to 

Langley’s (1990) definition of formal analysis: they consider it “the systematic study of 

issues” (Cauwenbergh et al. 1996, 169). Clearly, they define formal analysis as consisting 

only partly of financial evaluation techniques. Uncertainty is measured as the amount of 

perceived uncertainty facing the companies. However, in the study it becomes clear that 

uncertainty as a concept is actually interpreted by managers in two different ways: (1) 

uncertainty concerning the investment itself, and (2) uncertainty with respect to the survival 

of the whole firm. (Cauwenbergh et al. 1996, 173-174)
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Almost two-thirds of the managers reported that when the firm is faced with increased 

uncertainty, the role of formal analysis will not decrease. When a specific project is 

examined in an uncertain situation, management is trying to eliminate this uncertainty in 

every possible way. If the project is accepted and afterwards proves to be improfitable, the 

decision maker can then more easily claim that he or she is not personally responsible for the 

failure. Also, when the whole company is facing an uncertain situation, overprotection may 

lead to more extensive analysis. However, more than a quarter of the respondents stated that 

when a company is affected by a high level of uncertainty, the role of formal analysis 

diminishes. When considering a specific project, the respondents reported that for example 

competitive pressures might induce a company to invest regardless of the analysis involved. 

Also, when the whole future of the company is at stake, panic may set in and the company 

may decide to invest quickly in order to stay in the business. (Cauwenbergh et al. 1996, 174- 

175)

Langley examined the use of formal analysis of strategic issues in three different 

organizations. She found many clear differences among these companies, and one of the 

factors she used to explain those differences was that the companies experienced various 

levels of environmental instability. (Langley 1990, 36) In the company operating in a stable 

environment, the amount of written analysis was small but most of the analysis was very 

formal and systematic. On the other hand, the company experiencing high uncertainty about 

the future produced a large amount of written analysis, but a considerable part of these 

studies were very short and limited. (Langley 1990, 23-24) In addition, the analysis was done 

for symbolic purposes more often than in the other companies (Langley 1990, 30). Although 

the study addressed strategic issues, its results can be partially applied to investment 

analysis: most of the investment projects in the study are clear examples of the patterns 

found.

In the survey conducted by Chen it was found that non-financial techniques (which involve 

considering factors like firm’s strategy, quality implications and flexibility) are used most 

when evaluating expansions into new products. However, when firms evaluate expansion of 

existing products or replacement investments, these techniques are not so popular. (Chen 

1995, 158) Companies operating in a more uncertain environment are not likely to use non-
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financial techniques more than the other firms according to this study. After presenting this 

result the author does admit that the measurement of ‘uncertainty’ is indeed problematic. 

(Chen 1995, 161-162)

On the other hand, a study on R & D projects (Cook & Rizzuto 1989, 293) suggests that 

basic research is significantly less likely to be evaluated using formal analysis than 

development projects. In this respect, the applied research is positioned between these two 

extremes. On the whole, R & D projects are usually evaluated less by using formal analysis 

than other investments (Cook & Rizzuto 1989, 295).

The studies seem to present mixed results as to the relative importance of quantitative and 

qualitative factors. These results also reflect the difficulty of defining the terms ‘uncertainty’ 

and ‘formal analysis’ exactly and consistently. Also, an extensive use of formal analysis does 

not automatically suggest that it is used particularly in decision making. On the contrary, it 

seems that in a highly uncertain situation quantitative calculations can very often be used for 

communication and symbolic purposes, whereas management judgment is employed to make 

the actual decision.

When uncertainty increases, the analysis stage seems to become more complex. Both 

quantitative and qualitative methods have to be used, options have to considered, and risk 

analysis has to be undertaken. The main idea presented when discussing information 

gathering can be repeated here: uncertain projects and especially their risks are being 

analyzed carefully.

4.2.3.3 Financing

Investments need also to be financed, by internal sources of cash, equity or debt. The cost of 

capital is determined in the market partially by the perceived riskiness of the projects in 

question. The firm may experience capital rationing, either hard, when it comes from 

outside, or soft, when it is an internal constraint maintained by management. This kind of 

soft capital rationing can give senior management a method to control riskiness of 

investment projects. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 55-56)
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Some divisional managers may overstate the performance of their own projects, and it is 

easier for senior management to simply impose a limit on capital rather than distinguish 

which of the projects are actually worth accepting. Then, the divisional manager has to make 

his own decision among the alternatives available to him. (Brealey & Myers 1991, 116) It 

would therefore be expected that if the decisions are known to be made in an uncertain 

situation, senior management would prefer to impose more restrictions on the amount of 

capital, in order to avoid at least some of the biases in forecasts.

Trivoli and McDaniel (1987, 217) argue that when management perceives that unfavorable 

uncertainty may increase in the future, they reduce investment budgets because the increase 

in uncertainty raises the marginal cost of capital for the firm. This might look like soft capital 

rationing from the viewpoint of the divisions making investment proposals.

Capital rationing can be used as a form of risk management in a situation where the risks of 

individual projects as such are difficult to control. Therefore, the use of capital rationing can 

be expected to occur (if at all) especially in relation to relatively risky investments.

4.2.4 Investment Decision and Commitment

In this stage, the final approval of a project is made, and the investment budget is approved. 

It represents a formal commitment to the project. (Kasanen et al. 1993, 62) Senior 

management makes decisions on strategically important projects, such as acquisitions, and 

the right to make operational decisions has usually been given to lower levels of the 

organization (Kasanen et al. 1993, 66). However, it can be expected that also in uncertain 

projects, whatever the decision making level, senior management wants to ensure that the 

required analysis has been made before the project is committed to.

Even the decision to begin the development of a proposal can be considered commitment to 

a decision to invest (Kasanen et al. 1993, 42). However, a sequence of commitments in 

different layers of the organization are often required before the final approval. In this
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section, it is analyzed how the formulation of commitment and the actual decision to invest 

may be done in different ways in different environments.

When considering the final project approval, it appears that “for all intents and purposes, all 

submitted proposals are already approved” (Mukherjee & Henderson 1987, 83). Final 

approval tends to be formal and may require committee or manager approval, whereas 

disapproval can be informal or unintentional and may occur long before selection 

(Mukherjee & Henderson 1987, 83).

When faced with a complex project, management prefers to rely on risk analysis heavily in 

order to evaluate the investment (Ho & Pike 1991, 228). It seems that in an uncertain 

environment, decision makers demand more extensive analysis on the proposal, this analysis 

including quantitative and qualitative factors. Only after the analysis has been made, can the 

decision be reached. However, as decision makers often are not the ones analyzing the 

project and making the proposal, it may be possible to provide misleading information to 

them, for example to advance the interests of a certain department or unit (Wikman 1993, 

387). This problem becomes more pronounced in a very uncertain situation.

After the risks involved have been analyzed and measured, the decision makers will have to 

decide whether some of the risks can be avoided, reduced or tolerated before the final 

decision is made. It also needs to be considered how these goals can be reached in the best 

possible way (Ho & Pike 1991, 233). In making the final decision, also the knowledge of the 

human nature is important for the decision makers: they have to take into account the 

possible biases related to the personality of the person proposing the project. For example, a 

proposition from somebody who has made good decisions in the past is often considered 

relatively more favorably. (Wikman 1993, 389)

Butler et al. (1991, 406) have studied three specific investments and the processes leading to 

their acceptance in three organizations. They found a very significant tendency for more 

disagreements to be seen at the low levels of organization. This would indicate that as 

projects are initiated, quite a lot of decisions have to be made at lower levels before the 

project receives its formal approval at the higher level.
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The approval of risky projects often seems to come from the senior management. However, 

they often have already given guidelines as to what kind of projects they expect to receive 

approval (Kasanen et al. 1993, 64) and usually the final decision is only a formality as long 

as the project is within these strategic guidelines. The actual commitment and even decision 

to invest is often made at the lower levels of organization, as well as the decision to discard a 

project. However, based on the above discussion, this decision and commitment become 

more difficult to reach when uncertainties increase in the environment. Also this explains 

partially why uncertainties often decrease investment levels.

5 CASE DESCRIPTIONS

The empirical descriptions provided here elaborate further on the issues discussed in chapters 

2 to 4. They provide additional evidence on these issues as well as give other facts 

complementing the previous analysis. By studying companies in different industries and 

contexts, the study can provide additional insight on the theory. This chapter contains a 

discussion on each case company, the impact of external uncertainty on its investment levels 

and timing, as well as on its investment process. The descriptions given here are based on 

interviews made in the respective companies during October and November 1999. The 

details on these interviews are provided in the references of this thesis and the questions used 

are given in Appendix C. However, the questions were not considered to be all- 

encompassing, and also additional interesting issues related to the study, but not covered in 

any specific question, were allowed to surface during the interviews.

5.1 Fortum Corporation

5.1.1 Fortum Corporation and Its Environment

Fortum is an energy group which was formed through a merger of Neste and IVO Groups in 

1998 and listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange in the end of that year. Fortum has 

operations in over 30 countries, with concentration still in the Northern Europe. The Group’s 

net sales in 1998 were FIM 50,501 million. The four present divisions of Fortum include Oil
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and Gas, Power and Heat, Operation and Maintenance, and Engineering. The business covers 

the entire chain of energy, from production to refining, distribution and marketing, and to 

energy-related engineering, operation, and maintenance. Environmental issues are also 

important for the Group, and research and development activities are vital for its success.

The operating environment of Fortum has changed and is still changing considerably. Its 

international competitors have been merging rapidly, and deregulation in the utility industry 

has changed the environment recently a lot. All these aspects have to certain extent increased 

the uncertainty of the business environment. However, political risks and uncertainties 

related to the policies and national interests of governments have decreased due to 

deregulation. Naturally, in countries with different business environment and culture from 

those of Northern Europe, political uncertainties can still be quite high.

Economic cycles affect mostly the timing of many of Fortum’s actions. In electricity 

markets, the whole way of doing business is changing as a result of deregulation. However, 

as Fortum is in the forefront of this development, the company has the possibility to utilize 

the change to its own advantage. On the other hand, the oil business is global, and the only 

considerable changes affecting that industry in recent years have been mergers and 

acquisitions, and the changes in the crude oil market price.

Uncertainty is not considered a very negative phenomenon. Fortum acknowledges that the 

uncertainty is the same for all companies in the industry and these risks should be taken 

advantage of instead of being feared for. It is felt that uncertainty has recently increased, but 

at the same time, the risks can be thought of only changing shape and form, the increase 

being possibly only an illusion. However, the possibility for increased uncertainty is even 

considered positive in some respects. This is because Fortum faces new interesting 

challenges due to decrease in regulation.

Investments are classified into (1) strategic investments, (2) projects whose purpose is to 

increase the existing production levels, and (3) pure replacement and maintenance 

investments. They are also looked at from the perspective of whether or not they will create
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additional income compared to the present situation. Environment, health, and safety (EHS) 

investments form a separate category.

5.1.2 Level and Timing of Investments

Uncertainty has its greatest impact on strategic investments which involve expansion of 

existing business, and those projects are often delayed to wait for additional information. 

Maintenance investments are recognized to be less vulnerable to uncertainties in the 

environment.

Fortum tries to use the timing of economic cycles to its advantage in such a way that e.g. a 

new plant would start its production when the economic activity is just improving, so that the 

full potential of economic upturn can be used to the firm’s advantage. However, it is 

acknowledged that, in practice, it is difficult to estimate the performance of the whole 

economy.

If regulation of the business has just been lifted in a new market area and investment has thus 

been made possible, Fortum usually tries to be among the first in entering the market to 

receive most of the benefits before its competitors. In this way, it can in the early stages get 

experience in the market, start establishing new rules in the marketplace and reduce its 

uncertainties later. A follower strategy might initially be less risky, but if Fortum used it, the 

company would risk giving its competitors too much leeway in the new market. So, the 

uncertainty of the environment can have both mitigating and encouraging effect on the level 

of investment at Fortum, depending on the specific cause of the uncertainty.

Fortum sometimes makes small initial investments which create opportunities for later 

expansion. Especially investments in Russia have these kinds of characteristics: the firm 

wants to gather experience and “get a feel” for the market and economic situation there. 

However, Fortum tries to decrease risks as much as possible by doing preliminary research 

on the possibilities available and investing only small amounts. This practice ensures that 

losses will be limited. Before larger investments can be made, Fortum has to be convinced
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that the overall economic and political situation in the market will remain favorable for long 

enough.

5.1.3 Investment Process

The strategy connection is always an important decision criterion regardless of the 

uncertainties involved. However, the Group level may direct the investment behavior of the 

divisions in a different way in the case of different levels of uncertainty. In other words, 

mature businesses with little uncertainty are controlled less than those new businesses with 

high risks ahead. It is trusted that the old business will continue to operate according to the 

strategy, whereas the new business needs direction.

When formulating the corporate strategy, uncertainty is taken into account: the firm wants to 

ensure that its investment portfolio will be balanced in terms of risk. Some of its businesses 

have to be in mature areas with low risk, while others are bound to operate in conditions of 

higher uncertainty. The overall risk of the operations is kept acceptable.

When uncertainty increases, the search and development of ideas may become less 

systematic since there are no established rules according to which to operate, and this can 

cause the investment process to become more intuitive. The amount of ideas is usually not 

very restricted: they can be generated relatively freely. However, to be further developed, 

they should match the strategic direction of the firm. When there is more uncertainty, the 

search may become more active, depending on whether the investments want to be 

postponed or decided upon as soon as possible. Usually ideas are developed at the divisional 

level, for example market related ideas are given by the marketing departments and other 

employees dealing much with customers. Group management is responsible for the 

generation and development of acquisition ideas.

Fortum uses mainly net present value method in its decision making process. Systematic 

risk, which is often related to the costs of financing, can increase the required rate of return 

used in the calculation, whereas uncertainties specific to a project should be taken into 

account in the cash flows. Although NPV is mainly used in decision making, several
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different methods can be used throughout the process to “describe” the project, communicate 

its financial characteristics, and build support for it. For example, replacement investments 

are often described using payback period. The risks of a specific project may be analyzed 

using sensitivity analysis, whereas scenarios are used when analyzing the overall strategy on 

which the individual projects are based. The risk position of the whole group is an important 

consideration. Real option theory is used for example in Oil and Gas division, and options to 

delay, expand, and abandon are considered.

A NPV calculation is required for every investment project, but also other factors are 

considered when making the decision. These other issues include e.g. connection with firm 

strategy and the ecological perspective. One of the purposes of preparing the cash flow 

forecast is that it makes the proposer of the project to consider different aspects and do what- 

if analysis.

Fortum sees that the decision to invest is made mainly based on quantitative performance 

(i.e., positive net present value) and that the risks involved are already incorporated into cash 

flows or rate of return in the calculation, and are considered implicitly in this way. It is 

recognized that the quantification of cash flows can be substantially more difficult in an 

uncertain environment. In a decision making situation, this is taken into account by taking a 

look at the assumptions behind the actual numbers shown in the calculation. If these 

assumptions are realistic taking the risks into account, also the result of the calculation itself 

is trusted. However, the decision can never be based purely on quantifiable factors. For 

example strategy connection is an important factor in making the final decision.

The financing plan is part of the project proposal, and therefore the financing aspect is being 

considered when analyzing and deciding upon the project as a whole. If uncertainty is high, 

Fortum might want to get additional partners to finance the investment in order to reduce the 

risks involved. Financing is organized at the Group level. The company does not have 

specific capital rationing, and all accepted projects are finally financed.

The way in which decisions are made in the face of uncertainty seems to depend quite a lot 

on the personal characteristics of the decision maker in question. However, the more certain
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the idea, the easier it is to find support for it in the organization. The more uncertain is the 

environment, the more risk analysis, sensitivity analysis, calculations, and discussions are 

needed to find support and receive acceptance.

The final decision to invest is made in practice when the investment is given a defined 

amount of funds or the company otherwise officially commits to the project. After a project 

idea has been initiated, it has to go through many organizational layers before getting final 

approval, and especially the performance (as measured by NPV) of the project is considered 

to be important. In general, if the investment is to be accepted, its benefits have to be 

quantifiable enough to show up in a NPV calculation (EHS investments might be an 

exception). Even the board of directors can disapprove or postpone a project or demand 

additional conditions before it is implemented. The level of organization where the official 

authorization is made - group’s board of directors versus the division - depends only on two 

things: the size of the investment and whether it has already been included in the budget or 

not.

5.2 Hackman’s Metos

5.2.1 Hackman Group, Metos Division and the Environment of Metos

Hackman Group has traditionally been involved in the Finnish forest and metal industries. 

Quoting of the company's shares on the OTC list began in 1988, and Hackman was listed on 

the Helsinki Stock Exchange in 1994. The company operates as a diversified group and has 

business activities in several countries. Hackman Group is comprised of five independent 

divisions: Designor, Metos, TTT, Eurotanks and Hadwaco. In 1998, Hackman had net sales 

of FIM 1 918.4 million and the Group employed ca. 3 225 people, of whom 1 521 worked 

outside Finland. The Group board tends to make all important decisions on for example the 

Group and division strategies.

This thesis concentrates on the Metos division of Hackman. Metos specializes in products 

and complete solutions for food and beverage production in professional kitchens. Its four 

business areas include dishwashing systems, cooking and frying, food distribution and the
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Best Local concept, which includes the whole set of long-term service starting from the 

design and delivery of products, and ending to continuous maintenance. Metos, like the other 

divisions, has its own executive board.

The business environment of Metos is currently moderately uncertain, and during the last 

five to ten years uncertainties have clearly increased. Certain aspects of the environment are 

more difficult to forecast than others. Political and legal uncertainties have traditionally been 

low since Metos has operated mainly in Northern Europe and Scandinavia. Now, however, 

especially risks related to political and cultural issues as well as differences in business 

practices may increase, as Metos has recently started operations also in Italy. Overall 

economic cycles are quite difficult to forecast, although they are important to the business 

because of their impact on customer demand (affecting heavily for example the demand for 

Metos’ products by restaurants). Metos has only few competitors, and since each of these 

competitors has distinct competencies it is not very difficult to forecast how they are likely to 

react in a given situation. However, mergers are always difficult to foresee.

Metos classifies its investments into strategic and operational, strategic being for example 

acquisitions and expansions into new areas, and operational for example efficiency 

investments like robots for a manufacturing plant. In addition to this general strategic 

division, it uses a more refined classification into replacement, rationalization, extension, 

necessity, and social investments. Of these classes, extension investments can be strategic, 

whereas all other categories are characterized as operational. Also some operational 

investments can be extensions, such as an expansion of an existing product line.

5.2.2 Level and Timing of Investments

Uncertainty seems on average to reduce investment at Metos, but the exact effect depends on 

the situation. For example, if Metos faces large uncertainty, e.g. a chance of depression, it 

tends to decrease its investment. On the other hand, if Metos sees that one or more of its 

competitors expand heavily in the face of uncertainty, it might also decide to increase its 

investment levels. In this situation Metos has a reason to suspect that the competition may
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have information about opportunities unexploited, and also Metos wants to build an 

opportunity to exploit them to avoid lagging behind.

The way investment levels are affected also depends on the investment category. 

Acquisitions and expansions to new business areas are affected more, because they are 

decisions which can be postponed to wait for the uncertainty to resolve itself and new 

information to appear. It is important to know the risks, but when they are all known at a 

reasonable level, it is time to make the decision.

However, investments which increase the efficiency of the business (e.g. rationalization and 

replacement investments) might be intensified if uncertainty is high. In this kind of situation, 

it is vital to maintain the efficiency of production, as this efficiency can make it easier for the 

firm to respond to changes rapidly while at the same time maintaining its operational 

strength. In addition, replacement investments have to be done anyway. According to the 

policy of the company, they should not be affected by uncertainty. However, if Metos is 

faced with a severe crisis, also they may in practice decrease.

The decrease in investment due to environmental uncertainty means in most cases that the 

investments are only delayed. Only in rare cases, if the uncertainty is so high and permanent 

that it affects the firm’s strategy, the strategy might be changed and this change may lead to a 

permanent cancellation of investment plans. This kind of permanent discarding of projects is 

regarded as a failure in the company. Naturally, whether the project is considered canceled or 

only delayed, depends on the time frame. For example, a project in Russia might be delayed 

for five to ten years as Metos waits for the uncertainties to decrease, but that project is still 

not canceled and can be taken into consideration as the situation changes.

Metos does some “ground work” in Poland, the Baltic countries, and Russia, for example by 

buying land and establishing sales offices. These investments are not made for the cash flows 

they might generate in the near future, but rather for the opportunities they provide for later 

expansion in these areas, when the uncertainty has decreased to more acceptable levels. They 

help Metos to become better acquainted with the market. On the other hand, Metos usually 

does not consider the downscaling possibilities of an investment an important criterion when
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making the initial decision: even partial downscaling implies that a mistake has been made in 

project planning.

Investments which create options are usually decreased as uncertainty increases. For 

example, uncertainties in Russia can in some cases be considered such a serious barrier that 

Metos does not want to put anything at risk in that market. It is seen that the possible 

expansion there would anyway take place so far in the future that it does not pay off to make 

an investment now. Rather, also these kinds of investments are postponed to wait for or 

gather more information.

5.2.3 Investment Process

The exact structure of the process depends on the nature and size of the investment in 

question. A typical process for an acquisition would be the following. First, details on the 

situation are looked at: what kind of acquisition is needed and when it should be done, and 

then different candidates for acquisition are evaluated. The method of payment has to be 

decided on: the acquisition can be paid by Hackman shares, assets etc. Figures characterizing 

the profitability of the acquisition are provided, and risks are also estimated. Finally, a 

formal investment proposal is prepared for approval.

The strategy at Metos is established in much detail, and it is supported by planned figures 

about e.g. sales, profit, and investments. The Group board determines the strategy and the 

investments which are made in the framework given by the strategy. Also risks are 

considered in the strategy making process: investments have to be in accordance with the 

strategy and the intended risk levels. The strategy is made for three years into the future, and 

a 12 month budget is based on that strategy. Investments appear already in the strategic plan, 

but often only as an aggregate. It may not be possible to name individual projects at the time 

the strategy is formulated. In general, the more significant and strategic a project is, the more 

its connection with the strategy is emphasized.

In general, the search for, development of, analysis of, and acceptance of projects is 

intertwined at Hackman, and it is difficult to distinguish for example when the actual
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investment decision is made (i.e., commitment to the project is reached). If a project has 

more environmental uncertainty, the firm needs to gather much more detailed information 

for example about competition and customer needs, and the project has to be developed in 

the organization with care. Search of ideas has to be active and systematic, and support 

within the organization has to be built more. In addition, more thorough analysis has to be 

made on the project, both quantitatively and qualitatively. The relative importance of 

quantitative and qualitative aspects is not affected by uncertainty.

Metos always uses the same calculation methods, payback and internal rate of return, 

regardless of the risks involved. In addition, these numbers are usually given similar 

importance regardless of the situation. It is noted that accurate quantification can be more 

difficult in an uncertain environment, but at the same time these calculations are trusted in a 

very same manner as those related to less risky projects. This is probably because the 

uncertainties inherent in Metos’ investments have not in general been very high, as it mostly 

invests in the northern Europe, area known for its political stability.

The financing of projects is done in a similar way for all investment projects regardless of 

their inherent uncertainty. As soon as the investment project has been decided on, the project 

is approved funding at the Group level. Naturally, in the case of larger projects, financing 

arrangements have to be considered separately. The Group board always has the option to 

reject the project, in which case the project cannot receive funds.

The size of the investment generally determines whether a given project is approved by e.g. 

the Group board or the division executive board. In addition, all strategic projects regardless 

of size are to be approved by the Group board. In practice, divisional directors have 

significant influence on what projects are proposed to the Group board, and the board often 

only formally accepts these project proposals.

However, as investments have to approved separately as they come about, the board has a 

chance to influence the acceptance of each project. It has been noted in the company that the 

board may in general prefer less risky investments. This might be so for example because the 

divisional directors have more information on each project and the board can suspect that all
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risk factors are not even brought to its attention when the project is presented for approval. 

Therefore the board adjusts its risk considerations accordingly. In addition, the Group board 

members have a considerable personal stake in the company through work and are therefore 

bound to be risk-averse.

The firm needs more reasons to accept a project when the environment is uncertain, and if 

these reasons are not provided, the project will be delayed. This procedure has been 

developed to decrease the probability of unsuccessful investments. The decrease in risk is 

important for management, and the company culture does not seem to be very tolerant for 

mistakes made in the investment decision making.

5.3 Kemira Chemicals

5.3.1 Kemira Chemicals and Its Environment

Kemira Group has four major business areas: Kemira Chemicals, Kemira Pigments, Kemira 

Agro, and Tikkurila. Of these, Kemira Chemicals was chosen as a target for this study. 

Kemira Chemicals produces chemicals for the pulp and paper industry and manufactures also 

other industrial chemicals. It is the leading European manufacturer of water treatment 

chemicals, and it has production facilities in 24 countries. The Group’s consolidated net sales 

in 1998 were FIM 14,345 million, and the net sales of Kemira Chemicals were about 25 % of 

the Group’s sales.

The economic environment of Kemira Chemicals is not very uncertain, especially 

considering that European Union has had a mitigating effect on uncertainties in Europe. 

However, in other parts of the world (e.g. South America, Asia, Russia) there are more risk 

factors, although it is recognized that these risks are the same for all the industry’s 

companies which operate there. Political and legal risks are relatively low, except e.g. in 

Russia. Legal matters are seen as highly predictable once the associated groundwork has 

been done properly. Ecological risks and changes in the values of customers are not seen as 

very significant to the business, and technological risks as of now are considered quite low.
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However, competitive uncertainties are considerable. The structure of the whole industry is 

changing rapidly, and the competitive situation is therefore highly unpredictable. Also the 

fact that much of the marketing efforts of Kemira Chemicals consist of business-to-business 

marketing, increases uncertainties: it is difficult to forecast the possible mergers, 

acquisitions, and other actions by customers and competitors. In this situation, a reasonable 

planning horizon can be only 1 -2 years.

Overall, the uncertainties in the whole business environment can be considered relatively 

high. This uncertainty is mostly composed of competitive risks, and, in a more concentrated 

manner, risks related to certain areas or countries and their economic situations. Especially 

uncertainties in the competitive environment have recently clearly increased.

Investments are classified into strategic and operational investments. Operational 

investments include for example necessity, replacement, maintenance, and some expansion 

investments. Strategic investments are always expansive because they create something 

completely new, examples being building a new factory or making an acquisition.

5.3.2 Level and Timing of Investments

The level of investments is determined mostly by the strategy and the level of risk that the 

company is willing and able to bear. A company like Kemira Chemicals which intends to 

grow, needs to make investments, and in an uncertain environment the need for investing 

may become even stronger. If the firm decreased its level of investment, many available 

opportunities would be left unexploited.

In an uncertain situation, investments in property, plant and equipment (i.e. capital intensive 

projects) decrease since these kinds of fixed assets are not highly liquid. For example, the 

company wants to avoid a situation in which it builds a highly specialized plant to produce a 

product for which there is no longer demand in two years’ time. Instead, investment in 

projects increasing know-how inside the company would increase in an uncertain 

environment, since the outcomes of these projects are more flexible and can be used in many 

different situations and scenarios.
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Overall, it seems that as uncertainty increases, the investment levels for knowledge based 

and strategic investments increase, whereas levels for maintenance projects decrease. When 

uncertainties are high, it is not worthwhile to invest in the maintenance or expansion of an 

existing plant if it is not known whether that plant will be in operation in the future, and, if it 

will be, what it will produce. However, many operational projects relating to e.g. personnel 

development may not be affected by uncertainty.

Projects are often delayed to wait that the environment becomes certain enough. For 

example, when launching a new product the company wants to tie in at least one or two of its 

most important customers. The related investments are only made after it is known that these 

customers have committed to buying. The situation has recently changed: the interlinkages 

between customers, competitors, and the firm itself have become more profound, making the 

interactions between different players even more complicated.

Due to uncertainty, an investment project is more often delayed than permanently canceled. 

However, the specific preference depends on the situation and the project in question.

Most strategic investments create options at Kemira Chemicals. For example, as the firm 

establishes a new customer relationship, it is assumed that this relationship will create an 

opportunity to build customer loyalty and achieve a lot of other future goals related to that 

customer: it may be possible to create partnerships and offer complete solutions as well as 

service. These kinds of customer projects are meant to produce a continuous payoff stream.

Also entry into a new market (e.g. South America, Russia) is considered to be a created 

opportunity. The firm intends to create a presence in the area and to establish contacts with 

customers in order to compete more effectively in the future. It is not a “one-time-exercise” 

(Harri Kerminen, Kemira Chemicals, interview 1.11.1999) to enter these markets: instead, a 

long-term strategy is needed. For these kinds of projects it is possible to accept a lower initial 

return on investment because of the opportunities attached.
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High uncertainty seems to decrease these investments. For example, if South America 

experiences a heavy economic downturn, demand will fall and the firm will decrease its 

investments there. Even the possibility of such an event decreases investment levels there. 

Again, however, the firm recognizes that as the uncertainty of the business environment 

continuously increases, this uncertainty cannot continuously make the firm to delay its 

investment projects. Eventually that kind of an attitude would lead to an ultimate failure. 

Therefore, despite pressures to decrease investment, the need to take calculated risks, taking 

advantage of core competencies, will grow in the future.

5.3.3 Investment Process

Investments are based on company objectives, which are derived from the firm’s strategy. 

There is a greater need for very uncertain investments to be in accordance with the strategy. 

In general, the analysis of a strategic investment is more complicated, since the firm has to 

be aware of the strategies of its competitors and customers, at the same time recognizing its 

own competitive edge on which the success of the investment is based.

Ideas are always welcome, regardless of the uncertainties in the environment. As risks 

increase, also opportunities available can be assumed to increase, and this rise should lead to 

more ideas. There may also be more idea sources available to the company, and it is 

important to find many possible ideas in order to e.g. form contingency plans. Search for 

ideas is expected to become more active, complex and intuitive. R & D sometimes creates 

investment ideas.

The development of ideas takes place in the business units. Naturally, only a small amount of 

initial ideas are developed. When making a decision on whether to start developing a project, 

the company usually considers the estimated profitability of the project. Also the connection 

with strategy, demand on the market, and results of risk analysis and sensitivity analysis play 

a role especially in strategically important projects.

The development of risky projects tends to be difficult: it requires a lot of effort, and there 

are usually resisting forces in the organization. It is more costly to find accurate information
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in a rapidly changing situation, and information which was uncovered a month ago may 

already be outdated. Before, when environmental uncertainty was lower, developed projects 

surfaced most often through a standard planning cycle, in which the development took place 

in a structured fashion. In today’s more uncertain environment, however, many project ideas 

are not planned in advance but instead the company reacts to opportunities, either accepting 

or rejecting them one at a time as they are noticed.

Uncertainty makes it more difficult to do numerical analysis, especially to prepare reliable 

forecasts on cash flows. At the same time, the role of sensitivity analysis increases and it 

becomes more extensive. It is used for example to see what factors might affect the 

performance of the investment and to show the probability of failure. Also risk analysis 

becomes important. Kemira Chemicals tries to find ways to decrease the risks involved.

When forecasting, the amount of information available and the speed with which it changes 

may become problematic. Therefore, the role of market research bought from external 

consultants has decreased since it is not seen to provide accurate and timely information. The 

role of in-house knowledge is more profound although it may not be in the form of formal 

analysis. People working in the company can see the whole picture - including the firm 

strategy - better than external analysts.

Net present value is the most common technique used in the analysis. Also internal rate of 

return is used, but its inferiority especially in indicating the amounts invested is recognized. 

Profitability index is also used. Payback period is calculated, but its role in assisting decision 

making is negligible. When making a decision, usually the results given by several different 

techniques are taken into account. Uncertainty does not have an impact on the relative 

importance of different calculation methods. The methods used are described in formal 

investment manuals and these directions are expected to be followed.

Financing is always organized for accepted proposals, and it is at least in principle separated 

from the investment decision. Sometimes, when the project is highly risky, the firm may 

receive financing dedicated for that project from organizations specializing in risk financing,
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e.g. Finnfund. Naturally, in very large projects, secure access to necessary funds has to be 

considered more carefully.

If a project is strategically important, it may be accepted even though its return is 

comparatively low. However, it is difficult (and often impossible) to get acceptance and 

commitment to a project which is not expected to be profitable in itself. In the long term, 

investments are expected to earn more return than the current corporate rate of return. 

Because of uncertainties, the projects may not perform as expected, and the firm has to be 

prepared for a decrease in the return expectations without at the same time jeopardizing the 

future of the company. In addition, for organizational and motivational reasons, it is difficult 

to accept projects with low expected returns.

The management of a business unit formally proposes the developed investment idea. The 

formal decision is made by the managing director of Kemira Chemicals, the board of Kemira 

Chemicals, or the board of Kemira Group, depending on the size of the project. To be 

accepted, a sizable project has to pass through many stages of scrutiny. However, especially 

strategic investment decisions sometimes have to be made very quickly because the 

opportunity will not be there for long enough to do all the required analyses very carefully.

Decision making in an uncertain environment is challenging and complex, requiring the 

decision maker to consider many diverse issues. The role of personal courage, intuition, and 

view on the market become more important than formal calculations. At some point the 

decision has to be made, sometimes relying less on information and more on personal “feel” 

on the situation. Even high risks can be taken based on the views of experienced people.

5.4 Kone Corporation

5.4.1 Kone Corporation and Its Environment

Kone Corporation is an international company specializing in elevators and escalators. The 

parent firm was established in 1910, and its shares are quoted in the Helsinki Stock 

Exchange. The businesses of Kone include manufacturing, installation, modernization and
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maintenance of elevators, escalators and auto walks. The products are manufactured using 

uniform processes in Europe, the Americas and Asia. The customers include planners, 

developers, builders and owners of public and private buildings. The company employs over 

22,000 employees in more than 40 countries. Sales amounted to FIM 12,381 million in 1998. 

Compared to other firms in its industry, the company invests quite much in R & D, and its

recent innovations include MonoSpace^M machine-room-less elevator and compact 

EcoDiscTM hoisting unit which makes the MonoSpace^M concept possible.

About 60 % of the operations consists of the maintenance of existing products and this part 

of the business is very stable. However, 40 % of sales come from selling new elevators and 

the uncertainty of the environment has a clear impact on this activity. In new market areas, 

e.g. in countries where Kone has only recently begun its initial investments, the service and 

modernization base is small and the uncertainty of the environment has a relatively large 

impact. On the other hand, in many western European countries, where markets are mature, 

uncertainties tend to be lower. It should be noted that, as the new elevator business is 

concentrated in western Europe where risks are considered low, uncertainty does not have a 

large impact on the bottom line of the company. The period between receiving an order and 

installing the final product can be several months, and only after this period, a sale is 

realized. Therefore, e.g. the unfavorable impacts of economic depressions are somewhat 

delayed.

The business is quite dependent on the cycles of the building industry. Also political and 

other uncertainties in areas where Kone plans to invest are important considerations. The 

actions of competitors can be a serious source of uncertainty. For example, Kone has 

recently introduced new product concepts like MonoSpace^M and EcoDiscTM^ ancj it is 

difficult for it to forecast accurately when and how competitors will respond and, 

consequently, when the profitability of the new products will be squeezed. However, the 

industry is very consolidated and the amount of competitors is relatively small. That is why 

the corporation feels that the Kone companies in each country know their competitors at least 

in their own country quite accurately. The importance of knowing country risks is a 

prominent factor since only 5-6 % of the operations of Kone are located in Finland. Country
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risks include uncertainties about the political situation, culture, and ways of operating in that 

country.

It is felt that most uncertainties have decreased at least temporarily, as the economies are 

relatively strong in countries where Kone is concentrated. However, it is acknowledged that 

the speed with which changes happen is higher than before, and requires more flexibility to 

adopt to new circumstances.

Kone classifies its projects in the following way. Most investments are operational, mainly 

maintenance of existing operations. Strategic investments include, among other things, 

acquisitions, new product development, and separate projects such as the implementation of 

SAP R/3 system.

5.4.2 Level and Timing of Investments

When uncertainty is high, especially strategic investments are considered much more 

carefully and postponed if possible. The optimal timing of each strategic project is 

considered separately in this respect, and they are often delayed to wait for new information 

which would make the decision easier to make. However, the firm has to make replacement 

investments in any case regardless of uncertainties, and also strategic investments have to be 

made at some point even if external risks are high, if the firm wants to reach its strategic 

goals. However, if uncertainty is recognized to be very temporary, it usually does not 

intervene with the plans.

Usually, if a project is withdrawn from initial plans, it is meant to be only temporarily 

delayed. If uncertainty persists, it will be further postponed. However, at some point in time 

a project may have been delayed for too long and it is no longer possible to implement it at 

all because the situation has changed. “The option to delay has expired.” (Ilkka Pitkänen, 

Kone, interview 21.10.1999)

Kone makes a lot of investments where the created opportunity is an important 

consideration. Acquisitions made in emerging markets like India are examples of this kind of
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activity. The thinking behind these investments is related to the competitive situation: if the 

markets take off in the area and Kone does not already have a presence there, its competitors 

will be able to take advantage of the situation.

Also when making these investments Kone analyzes the nature of the uncertainties a lot and 

may postpone the decision if risks look intolerable. However, it is acknowledged that 

sometimes calculated risks have to be taken. In addition, investments can often be done with 

a smaller initial outlay when risks are high and the amount of investment by competition is 

low. The risk level can be reduced by decreasing the amount of investment at risk in a given 

project (e.g. by sharing risk with others), or by selecting projects with lower risk.

The source of risk plays a role in making the decision on whether to wait or not. Even if 

uncertainties are high, but they are related to competitive situation where investing may 

prove to give Kone a significant advantage over competition, Kone will be very likely to 

invest. However, risks relating to economic cycles are likely to reduce investment.

5.4.3 Investment Process

Kone has an official strategic planning period of three years and mandatory budgets for each 

year. Most investment projects are being formed during several years before they are finally 

accepted in the budget of the firm. The planning process is not ad hoc, but instead quite 

disciplined. The investment budget is always a part of the overall annual budget and 

determines a framework for this budget.

The strategy is decided on by the senior management, and the operative management in 

individual companies makes project proposals based on strategic and budgetary guidelines. 

The greater the environmental uncertainty, the more important it is for the project to be in 

line with the corporate strategy. If the strategy requires the investment to be made, it is 

necessary to do it regardless of small uncertainties.

The search for ideas regarding large acquisitions is done at the corporate level, whereas ideas 

for other projects or minor acquisitions (e.g. acquisitions of service companies) are searched
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at the operational levels. Large sourcing contracts are also negotiated at the corporate level to 

gain cost advantages. Also development projects such as SAP R/3 implementation require 

investments to be made, and the effects of these projects can be seen very broadly across 

functional and geographic areas. Sometimes ideas can be transmitted from one Kone 

company to another. If an investment does not involve only simple replacement but requires 

creating something new, the impulse often has to come from the market.

The competitive situation can cause the search for ideas to become more profound: if the 

competitive position can be improved by investing, ideas may be searched and implemented 

very actively even in an environment with high uncertainty. In any situation, the corporation 

tries to encourage the generation of ideas, although in an uncertain environment the chances 

of the ideas getting accepted at least initially may be lower. However, creative ideas are 

always welcome regardless of the situation.

There is always competition for funds between different Kone companies, and this 

competition is hoped to increase the amount of creative investment ideas. It has been 

observed that the individual companies try to ask for funding for more investments than they 

would if this competition did not exist, thereby trying to guarantee that at least some of their 

own projects get accepted. However, the corporation emphasizes that the plans should 

always be realistic and possible to implement in practice.

There is no lack of funds for acceptable investment projects, although unexpected situations 

sometimes can cause natural complications in planning for and raising funds fast enough. 

The financial position of the company is stable, but even if that was not the case, Kone 

would still be willing to take risks if those risks were needed to achieve the goals of the 

corporation.

Investments which are in accordance with the strategy and have low levels of risk 

incorporated, need less support than investments which do match the strategy but have more 

uncertainty. However, the most difficult task is to build support for projects which are not in 

line with the strategy and they are often not accepted or even proposed.
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In gaining commitment at Kone, both formal investment calculations, and informal, 

qualitative considerations are important. The base assumptions show up in the numerical 

calculations, and it is therefore assumed that for acceptable projects these calculations should 

show a favorable result. However, sometimes also other than quantifiable considerations can 

become very important, especially the connection with the firm’s strategy. It is also worth 

noting that there are situations in which for example some of the risks involved cannot be 

quantified at all because of their nature. In these kinds of complex situations, the role of 

management’s past experience, and a “feel” on the market situation is important.

In general, the greater the amount of uncertainty, the greater the importance of both 

calculations and other considerations. In that case, both of them should look at least 

moderately favorable. Of specific methods, Kone uses mostly payback period, and 

sometimes also calculations based on net present value rule, the rate of return used being 

adjusted for risk. In the face of uncertainty, contingency plans are developed in case 

something unexpected happens, and the risk is analyzed more heavily.

To build support, it is important that the proposer himself believes in the performance and 

profitability of the project, and even courageous ideas can be supported, if the proposer 

clearly has a strong faith in the idea. If the decisions makers and proposers do not have a 

good feeling about making the investment, even if the figures are good, the project most 

likely will not be accepted. Investments which are in line with the strategy are committed to 

from the early stages, and the actual decision can be already made at quite a lower level, the 

senior management only formally accepting the project.

5.5 Outokumpu Group

5.5.1 Outokumpu Group and Its Environment

Outokumpu Group consists of the parent company, Outokumpu Oyj, and four business areas: 

stainless steel, copper products, base metals, and technology. Its sales were FIM 17 176 

billion in 1998, it employs over 13 000 people, and its shares are quoted in the Helsinki 

Stock Exchange. Outokumpu has a strong international presence and it is a major player in
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most of the industries it operates in. The diverse group structure allows the company to 

diversify some of its business risks but at the same time introduces additional difficulties and 

risks in managing the business portfolio.

At Outokumpu, the uncertainty of the environment is perceived to be considerable. The 

major uncertainties are caused by economic cycles, rapid changes in market situations, and 

metal prices. In addition, there are technological risks due to possible introductions of new 

technologies, legal uncertainties related to e.g. acquisitions, political risks in some of the 

countries where it operates, and some ecological risks. Also the competitive situation is 

always uncertain. Although competitors’ actions are closely monitored and analyzed, it is 

difficult to forecast their behavior. Difficulties are understandable, since the amount of 

competitors is large due to the diversity of businesses. To summarize, the Group sees the 

level of overall uncertainty to be quite high: especially general economic cycles and 

competition have a major impact.

The company divides its investments into strategic and operational projects. Operational 

investments include necessity, replacement, and certain kinds of expansion investments. An 

expansion can naturally also be a strategic project, e.g. a construction of a new plant in 

another country.

5.5.2 Level and Timing of Investments

When deciding on the level of investments, possibilities to retain overall Group solvency and 

financial stability have to be carefully analyzed. In an uncertain environment, the level of 

investments usually decreases, since the Group is not convinced that the viability of the 

company can be reliably retained by investing in that situation. However, investment 

planning is done in the long term, and if the uncertainty is expected to decrease in the course 

of time (e.g. economic cycles), plans remain unchanged and only the timing of projects is 

adjusted. Investments should not be committed to without adequate information, even if this 

means delaying the project.
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Replacements and other necessity investments are usually done in any case, and strategic 

investments tend to be those that are delayed. It is also acknowledged that it may be more 

beneficial to raise investment levels when uncertainty is high. This is because investments 

can be made with lower cost due to the lack of demand for these projects by competitors. 

The firm hopes to be able to adjust its timing so that the costs are low but the risks can still 

be maintained at a manageable level. Usually, if an investment project has been carefully 

planned for and its viability well analyzed, it will not be canceled even in an uncertain 

situation.

Outokumpu rarely makes investment decisions in which the preparation for a future 

opportunity would be more important than the profitability of the initial investment: each 

project is expected to be profitable by itself. However, if a project does have additional 

potential, this factor makes the decision makers’ attitude towards the project more favorable 

and helps to reach a decision to go ahead. Also these kinds of projects tend to be delayed 

when uncertainty increases. Examples of investments with some inherent potential are 

projects in Asia (China, Malaysia, Thailand) and Russia.

5.5.3 Investment Process

The corporate management defines strategies and the areas to be emphasized, whereas 

business areas define themselves their own strategies in line with the corporate strategy. The 

importance of strategy connection is seen especially well in the case of uncertain 

investments. The corporate management does not pay special attention to projects with high 

uncertainty: it controls all projects in the same way.

Ideas are created at every level of the organization, although strategic investments concern 

the corporate management more. The search for new ideas is usually board based (within the 

established strategy), and, even in an uncertain situation, it is encouraged. However, the firm 

recognizes that the existence of greater uncertainty may decrease the willingness to look for 

ideas, although this is not the intention of the firm.
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Uncertainties are taken into account continuously in the development stage. If uncertainty is 

low, the development of projects requires less effort than in a risky situation. As the 

company has had unfortunate experiences after investing in highly risky markets, it tries to 

decrease the possibility of failure as much as possible.

If risks are high and there is a shortage of funds, idea search and project development tend to 

be done in such a way that they consume little resources. It should be noted, though, that the 

amount of search and development may still remain almost the same. For example, when 

uncertainty is smaller, feasibility studies, which may require consultant help and otherwise 

cost more, can be initiated. On the other hand, when the amount of funds is limited, the firm 

wants to cut spending on these kinds of activities.

When uncertainty is high, more issues have to be taken into account, and the role of intuition 

may become more significant. There are no standards or stereotypes as to how these kinds of 

projects should be handled. Also quantitative risk analysis of investment projects is more 

thorough in the face of uncertainty, and the required return is higher. Quantitative 

information, profitability and rate of return, are important in the sense that according to the 

policy of the firm, unprofitable or negative cash flow investments should never be accepted. 

The Group recognizes that people responsible for making the calculations can adjust the 

inputs to the model according to their own preferences. However, the calculations provide a 

basis for decision making and they clearly tell at least certain basic characteristics of the 

project. So, the role of both quantitative and qualitative factors becomes more prominent in 

an uncertain environment.

In the analysis stage, net present value and internal rate of return are used the most 

frequently, although e.g. replacement investments may be analyzed using annuity method or 

payback period. Sensitivity analysis is done to test the impact of uncertainties, and its role is 

the more important the greater the surrounding uncertainty. The importance of weighted 

average cost of capital (WACC)3 is increasing, as the firm tries to earn a return which is

3 A company’s weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is the sum of the different costs of capital (e.g. cost 
of equity and cost of debt) weighted by the relative size of these different capital types as measured by their 
market values. Analysis related to WACC is important especially in businesses where the amount of capital 
employed is high.
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greater than its cost of capital. At Outokumpu, WACC is also connected with Economic 

Value Added (EVA)4, a new increasingly popular measure of effectiveness used especially in 

manufacturing organizations.

The investment decision can be made during any part of the process. Sometimes quantitative 

information is supplied to assist in the decision making, whereas in other times calculations 

may be done later after the decision is made only to support the decision. The company 

culture as such seems to tolerate risk taking quite well. The ease with which support can be 

obtained at different levels of the organization depends on the individual managers: some of 

them tolerate risk better than others. When environmental uncertainty is high, political 

tensions inside the firm may become more pronounced, as different business areas try to get 

their own projects approved. In turn, this kind of competition between businesses often leads 

to the generation of more investment ideas.

If the investment is small and operational, the formal decision is made within a business 

area, whereas strategic investments are approved by the board of directors. It is worth noting 

that even small investments may be approved by the board if their strategic importance is 

high enough.

5.6 Stora Enso Group

5.6.1 Stora Enso Group and Its Environment

Stora Enso Oyj is one of the world’s largest forest industry companies. It started operations 

at the end of 1998 when two large forest product companies, Finnish Enso and Swedish 

STORA, merged together. The Group holds globally strong positions in its core product 

areas: magazine paper, newsprint, fine paper, and packaging boards. Stora Enso is also a 

major supplier of sawn timber. In 1998, Stora Enso’s annual sales totaled FIM 62,369 

million, and it has about 40 000 employees in more than 40 countries. Although its primary 

markets are currently in Europe, Stora Enso expects higher growth in other parts of the

4 Economic Value Added (EVA) is calculated by subtracting the cost of capital (amount of capital times its cost 
as a percentage) from the profit of the firm, using market values. A positive EVA implies that the company is
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world, especially in Asia. Stora Enso’s shares are listed on the Helsinki and Stockholm stock 

exchanges.

Stora Enso has only a couple of distinct competitors in the paper manufacturing industry, and 

it can, in many cases, predict their actions. In addition to pure paper production, Stora Enso 

competes with companies providing tools for communication (e.g. electronic 

communication), and the actions of this broader group of companies are more difficult to 

predict. The firm carefully analyzes its competitors, for example competitors’ motives and 

reasons for making decisions.

Technological uncertainty is significant in the sense that certain issues related to the 

emergence of e-commerce and internet, for example their impact on advertising and the 

pattern of paper usage, are not yet known. Different geographic areas present Stora Enso 

with varying levels of uncertainty. For example, the situation in the eastern Europe and 

especially in Russia is very uncertain both in terms of political and market risks. Asia and 

South America offer a lot of political and especially cultural risks. On the other hand, risks in 

western Europe are considered lower.

Also the time span plays a role: in the span of two to three years, future seems quite certain, 

but after that, there are a lot of uncertainties ahead. The uncertainty has increased somewhat 

in recent years, but for example the emergence of the European Union has mitigated that 

impact. Acquisitions are generally viewed as less risky investments than building completely 

new plants because, in an acquisition, there is already a market for the products and the 

operations are proven to work.

Stora Enso classifies its investments in the following way. It separates strategic (e.g. a new 

product line), development (e.g. quality improvements), replacement of existing capacity, 

and environmental investments.

operating and using its capital effectively and efficiently.
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5.6.2 Level and Timing of Investments

Stora Enso tends to become more cautious in its strategic investments when uncertainty 

increases. For example, as the political situation in Indonesia recently became difficult, Stora 

Enso decided to delay its project there: the firm waits for the situation to improve. Also in 

other situations, it can be noted that Stora Enso is reluctant to make decisions when 

uncertainty is high, and it prefers to wait for new information. This is understandable 

considering the serious difficulties its competitors in the forest industry have recently faced 

after taking too much risk in new unknown market areas. On the other hand, uncertainty does 

not have an impact on replacement investments as the need for them originates mostly from 

inside the organization. In other words, during uncertain times, the company concentrates on 

maintaining existing operational plant capacity.

However, Stora Enso recognizes the need to invest in strategic projects also in more 

uncertain times because then acquisition prices tend to be lower and good quality can be 

bought with lower cost. Stora Enso wants to maintain its competitive advantage by reacting 

before its competition. However, as overcapacity is a considerable problem in the industry, 

acquiring new plants in an uncertain business environment is extremely risky.

Investments can also be postponed since the firm requires more detailed information for 

decision making, and it takes time to do all the required analysis and find the needed pieces 

of information. For example, uncertainties in the market situation can sometimes be resolved 

by waiting or gathering more data. In addition, a natural way to resolve legal uncertainties is 

to wait for the new laws to take effect.

In general, acquisitions, expansions and other strategic investment projects are often 

postponed easier than replacement projects. Especially investments in large strategic projects 

might affect the target debt/equity ratio of Stora Enso and therefore, as this target is 

considered very important, these investments are carefully analyzed before commitment is 

made. The attitude also depends on the market in question: if there are problems with 

overcapacity in a specific area, it is easier to postpone projects there.
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When uncertainty increases, it is far more common that projects are at least in the beginning 

only delayed, and the firm waits for more information before committing itself. However, if 

the uncertainty remains at that level or even increases, the firm might have to cancel the 

project finally altogether. Cancellation is always a difficult decision to make since the project 

has been given a lot of attention during its development, and the people involved may 

already be committed to it.

Investments which create opportunities are seen as important in the company. For example, 

every investment in a plant is made with a thought of building another one next to it in the 

further, as this kind of arrangement provides synergies. In addition, it is often important to 

reserve access to a market or a raw material source before competition. Certain market areas 

are seen as especially suitable for this kind of investment. For example, in Russia, Stora 

Enso participates in limited capital projects such as investments in the packing industry. It 

does not want to tie a lot of money in Russia, but the existence of limited investment projects 

there indicates a certain interest of creating a foothold on the market, and a possibility to 

grow later. China is an important market which is expected to give several opportunities in 

the future, and Stora Enso is investing there to get experience in the market. Also 

investments in North America are clearly seen to offer possibilities for growth later. If 

uncertainty is high, the investments which create opportunities are also decreased and 

delayed, and if these investments are made, the firm tries to concentrate on the sectors and 

areas in which it has experience and core competencies.

5.6.3 Investment Process

The strategy of Stora Enso is always the basis for investments. The larger the project and the 

greater the uncertainty surrounding it, the clearer has to be the connection with the strategy. 

When implementing the Group and divisional strategies, it is important to consider the 

environmental uncertainties involved, but in the plant strategy level investments are usually 

done for replacement purposes and uncertainty does not matter that much.

Investment ideas often originate from the needs of customers. In an uncertain environment, 

investment ideas tend to be directed into areas where Stora Enso has core competencies. For
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example, it may be preferred that Stora Enso manages a new plant but lets some other party, 

for example an equipment supplier, own that plant. Also the search for ideas seems to 

decrease, and they often may point to e.g. outsourcing instead of making the commitment by 

investing. However, acquisitions are dealt with somewhat differently from other projects in 

this respect. Quite often other companies offer themselves to Stora Enso, and only about 30 

% of acquisition candidates are those that Stora Enso itself actually contacts. The ideas for 

acquisitions are usually initiated at the Group level.

An idea is developed first at the divisional level and, if it seems preliminarily acceptable, 

pre-feasibility and feasibility studies are done on it. In the face of increased uncertainty, 

projects are usually developed and analyzed more carefully and planning as well as 

information gathering are important (and at the same time more difficult). Several different 

contingency plans have to be developed. In an uncertain situation the importance of 

attainable returns increases, as the firm wants to be as certain as possible that the investment 

has a very good chance of being profitable. Project sensitivity and best-worst case scenarios 

are analyzed. Important factors when deciding in the divisional level to start the development 

of a certain idea are the chances of it getting the acceptance of the board, the market 

situation, the attainable profitability or rate of return, and competence in that area. Especially 

technological risks are sometimes being decreased by so called pilot projects which help to 

gather more information in the development stage.

The Group has detailed instructions on preparing investment calculations, and as long as 

these instructions are obeyed, the calculations are considered relatively accurate and 

trustworthy also in an uncertain environment. Also strategy and market situation would in 

this case be, however, important, and in some uncertain situations it is acknowledged that 

quantitative information simply is not available to the extent needed. Quantitative calculation 

methods include cash flow analysis, internal rate of return, and payback period. Also the 

overall impact on the solvency of the firm is very important. When building an own plant, 

internal rate of return can be estimated relatively reliably because the costs of this kind of 

investment can be forecasted based on past experience.
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Acquisitions are again a case in point. The objective of acquisitions is to create synergies and 

cost reductions through increased efficiencies. During the acquisition process, the potential 

candidate is valued, an offer is made, the issue is negotiated on, and finally an agreement is 

reached. This process is the same regardless of risks involved, but for example the valuation 

of the company is even more careful in a riskier situation. Quantitative calculations tend to 

have a smaller role in acquisitions due to a lack of reliability. Instead, qualitative assessment 

on the future profitability of the target, efficiencies, and synergies usually determine whether 

the target will be acquired.

Stora Enso sometimes makes investments in projects whose purpose is to create new, 

advanced technology potentially useful in multiple purposes, maybe in several industries. 

These projects require a lot of basic and advanced research, and because of high 

uncertainties, payoffs do not necessarily materialize. For these investments, it is sometimes 

possible to obtain funding from national or international organizations specializing in the 

funding of risky projects related to advanced technology. This kind of external funding may 

be of some help in getting approval for these kinds of projects. However, it is worth noting 

that this funding approach is used only for relatively small projects.

The company culture does not support excessive risk-taking, and a manager responsible for a 

failure may even be in a danger of losing his or her position in the company. Failures with 

initially less risky investments are similarly considered very undesirable. The company does 

recognize that the personal intuition of an experienced manager has to be trusted, but the 

proposal of risky investments admittedly requires courage.

A project is approved by either the board of directors, managing director, executive group, or 

a division, depending on the size of the project. There is a limit to the total amount of 

investments accepted, this limit being based on the levels of depreciation and the debt/equity 

ratio. For a risky investment to reach approval, there is a need for large support building. 

Naturally, small investments with considerable environmental uncertainty are more likely to 

be approved than large projects with similar uncertainty.
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Decision making is generally more tight in an uncertain environment, and investments are 

decided relatively often not to be undertaken. The project can be discarded at any stage of the 

process, and although the personnel at the divisional level may be highly committed to it 

early in the process, the project may still be canceled or postponed in the Group level 

discussions. The Group level is important in the sense that it is considered to have a broader 

view on the whole business than any of the divisions alone.

6 CASE ANALYSIS

6.1 Level and Timing of Investments

6.1.1 Economic Uncertainties

In chapter 3, it was noted that environmental uncertainty seems to decrease the levels of 

investment. Most of the studies on the subject have, however, considered only the 

uncertainties in the economic environment. These studies have examined for example the 

risks related to general economic cycles or consumer demand. The views expressed in 

chapter 5 are consistent with the previous research. Economic uncertainty, for example the 

uncertainty related to the timing of economic cycles, seems to decrease investment levels and 

make companies wait for the uncertainty to resolve. However, if this kind of uncertainty is 

considered very temporary, it usually does not have an impact on investment levels. Overall, 

in the companies studied, economic cycles affect only the timing (not necessarily level) of 

investment.

Uncertainties in especially customer demand can cause delay in investment. This is very 

natural since customer demand is an important basis for investment decisions. Kemira 

Chemicals might wait to make certain that a few of its most important industrial customers 

are committed to buying its product before it invests in that product. The need to wait is 

further underlined by the recent increase in complexity in the interactions between Kemira 

Chemicals, its competitors, and its customers.
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The firms studied also recognized that it might be wise to invest in an uncertain economic 

situation, since prices tend to be low and investing may increase chances to get ahead of 

competitors. However, this approach tends to be very risky and difficult to implement in 

practice, especially in industries with overcapacity. Fortum recognizes that it should 

synchronize its investment with the moves of economic cycles, so that it has the greatest 

production capacity in use just when the economy is experiencing an upturn. However, this 

kind of synchronization tends to be problematic since, to be successful, it requires accurate 

forecasting of economic cycles.

6.1.2 Competitive Uncertainties

Another kind of uncertainty which the companies in the study often found quite important 

was competitive uncertainty: risks connected with the actions of competitors and a risk of 

losing market share or competitive position to other companies in the industry. When the 

firms are faced with this kind of uncertainty, they may increase their investment levels. In 

other words, they uncover the forces presented in Porter’s Five Forces framework using 

competitor analysis (see section 2.1 and Appendix A), and react to those forces by investing.

Naturally, the specific impact on the investment levels can also depend on the market and the 

competitive situation in that market. As discussed in chapter 3, firms are more likely to 

invest in growth options in oligopolistic markets than in more competitive markets. If the 

firms wait for too long, major competitors may pre-empt the market by acquiring the needed 

options for further growth. Most companies in this study operate in oligopolistic markets 

with only a few major competitors, and their behavior clearly reflects that fact: they would 

rather invest first than let a competitor to get ahead.

The energy business has recently been under increasing deregulation. This development 

increases uncertainties, but it also provides the companies in that business with new 

opportunities. Although a follower strategy may initially be less risky, the companies in the 

industry (e.g. Fortum) see that it is more beneficial for them to enter markets as early as 

possible to gain experience. When entering a new market early, the companies create a
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growth option for later expansion. This option is all the more important because most 

competitors are also trying to acquire similar options.

Also, Metos looks at competitors’ reactions, and the actions of competitors may induce 

Metos to invest more heavily in certain situations. Competitive risks are a very important 

consideration for Kemira Chemicals, and this fact partially explains its favorable attitude to 

investing. More examples of this kind are provided in the section 6.1.5 when discussing 

investments which create options.

6.1.3 General Attitudes toward Risk

The attitude towards risks is often determined by the strategy: if the strategy dictates that the 

firm should make some risky investments, these investments will, naturally, be undertaken. 

On the other hand, if the company’s strategy is risk averse, risky investments will be 

avoided. As e.g. Kemira Chemicals noted, a business intending to grow has to make 

investments even if there are uncertainties. In addition to threats, uncertainties can create 

opportunities which the companies should respond to.

The attitude towards risks is also influenced by the specific situation of the company or the 

industry in question. Outokumpu has a portfolio consisting of several businesses, and that 

kind of a structure is usually difficult to manage. The impact of divisional investments on the 

performance of the whole Group is an important consideration when analyzing the 

investment opportunities available for each division. Therefore, the resulting impacts on the 

overall stability and solvency of the Group are important when deciding whether to invest in 

a project and when to do it. If there is any risk that the financial stability of the Group would 

be affected, investment is not undertaken or it is at least delayed. The propensity to delay 

may also reflect the fact that Outokumpu is mostly operating in relatively mature markets 

where the speed of reacting is less important than the acquisition of reliable and accurate 

information.

In the forest industry, Stora Enso and some of its competitors have experienced difficulties 

after taking risks in unknown markets. This experience has made companies in that industry
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reluctant to invest under uncertainty. Their cultures do not support excessive risk taking. For 

example, Stora Enso intends to ensure that risky projects do not affect the viability of the 

whole company by controlling its leverage and analyzing the impact of large projects on the 

leverage level.

In general, it seems that investments are more often delayed than permanently canceled. 

Cancellation is often considered a failure and it is a disappointment for those involved in the 

development of the proposal. In addition, a viable project is usually viable also after 

uncertainties have resolved. However, if a project has been delayed for such a long time that 

the entire situation has changed, it may be necessary to cancel the project altogether (see e.g. 

Kone). As Metos noted, the company strategy might have changed too, requiring changes to 

be made in the investment plans.

Unique income-generating assets may make a company either (1) to undertake investments 

which create options to use those assets, or (2) to delay investing since those assets give it an 

option to wait. This point was further elaborated in chapter 3, and can also be seen in the 

actions of the firms in the study. For example, Fortum may invest in a new business area to 

take advantage of its resource base, whereas Stora Enso may delay investing, knowing that if 

external uncertainty is sizable, hardly any of its competitors will have the resources needed 

to invest either.

In chapter 3, it was discussed that if uncertainty is seen as a frequency of change, it is not 

likely to reduce investment levels since this kind of uncertainty will never be resolved 

anyway. On the other hand, if uncertainty is measured as a large range of outcomes, firms are 

likely to wait for new information. This distinction is seen also in the companies studied in 

the empirical part. A firm which waits for new legislation to take effect, an election to take 

place, or an economic cycle to improve, is likely to wait before investing. On the other hand, 

if the operating environment of a company is changing rapidly because complex 

interrelationships are forming between key players in the industry, this company will be 

more likely to invest to keep its options open (see e.g. Kemira Chemicals). In this kind of 

situation, especially investments in flexible assets, which can be used for multiple purposes, 

tend to increase.
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6.1.4 Differences among Projects

Usually, strategic investments are delayed more easily than maintenance investments. Before 

making expansive investments, firms want either to wait for or gather more information to 

increase the probability of success. On the other hand, environmental uncertainties seem to 

have a smaller impact on investments related to the maintenance of existing assets.

Kemira Chemicals raised the issue that uncertainty tends to decrease investments in capital 

intensive assets. These kinds of investments require a high capacity utilization rate in order 

to be successful, and that rate is not guaranteed in an uncertain environment. If maintenance 

investments are done to enhance an inflexible plant capacity, also they may be decreased or 

delayed. However, investments in flexible assets, which can be deployed in several different 

ways, tend to increase, as firms prepare to face several different contingencies. These kinds 

of assets include for example know-how, training, and flexible manufacturing systems.

On the other hand, at Kone, strategic investments include for example acquisitions and new 

product development investments. Kone tends to decrease and delay these projects, since 

they are usually highly dedicated, and it wants to collect enough information to ensure 

optimal timing. In new product development projects this is seen very clearly: the decision to 

invest is always a commitment to the product, and the firm wants to be sure that the market 

will accept that product. Also Outokumpu tends to delay its strategic projects, which may 

include for example plant construction investments (inflexible projects). Stora Enso easily 

delays its strategic projects for the same reason. It concentrates in maintaining operational 

capacity (i.e. existing plants): a resource which is not expected to become obsolete soon in 

the forest industry. Also Metos wants to concentrate in maintaining the efficiency of its 

production in an uncertain environment. This efficiency enables it to respond to changes 

more rapidly.

To summarize, it seems that flexibility is valued more in an uncertain environment, and 

companies prefer to make investments in assets which can be deployed to many uses. 

Investments in inflexible assets tend to decrease. Therefore, it would seem that strategic
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investments are not necessarily delayed easier simply because they are strategic, but because 

many of them may lack flexibility.

Flexible projects seem to be less risky than inflexible projects, even if the environment is 

uncertain. Therefore, it might be beneficial for the whole economy to encourage more 

investment in flexible projects with options attached. Investment in inflexible assets is 

necessarily dependent on economic cycles, but the effect of these cycles can be evened out in 

the economy by investing in flexible assets.

The propensity to delay strategic investments is also connected with the fact that these 

investments often expand the company’s operations into new areas. Before making an 

investment of this kind, a firm is likely to do as careful research and analysis as possible to 

uncover all risks and consider all contingencies. When maintaining existing assets and 

operating in existing markets, there are less risks since the circumstances are better known. 

In the long term, however, there are major risks in concentrating only in the maintenance of 

existing assets in today’s rapidly changing environment.

Larger investments are naturally delayed easier than smaller investments. This is because, if 

unsuccessful, large investments may affect the viability of the whole Group. For example, 

they can force the Group to increase its leverage over a safe debt limit.

6.1.5 Investments Which Create Options

Most companies in the study often make investments which create options for expansion and 

growth. Especially investments in Russia and other countries in the former eastern block, as 

well as areas such as Asia and South America, are considered to possess option 

characteristics. However, before making these investments, firms try to decrease the risks 

involved and limit possible losses. Risks are usually decreased in these uncertain areas by 

investing only small amounts, sharing risks with other parties, doing preliminary research, 

and building on the existing core competencies and strengths of the organization.
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These projects are usually relatively small. Before the options attached to them can be 

exercised, the firms involved have to be convinced that the area in question will be facing an 

economic and political upturn expected to last a considerable amount of time. So, the options 

are created keeping in mind especially long term developments.

Also other than geographically expansive projects can create options. For example, at 

Kemira Chemicals, a new customer relationship is assumed to create options for acquiring 

stronger partnerships and building trust and customer loyalty. When building a plant, Stora 

Enso creates an option to build another one next to it and use the resulting synergies to its 

advantage.

The attitudes to option creation differ among companies. Kemira Chemicals can even accept 

an initial lower return on an investment which creates options. On the other hand, for 

Outokumpu, the creation of an option is not quite that important consideration: each project 

is expected to be profitable by itself. The attitude at Outokumpu can be explained by the fact 

that it needs to control all of its diverse businesses and their impact on the Group 

performance and viability. If the divisions begin to invest a lot on options which promise a 

payoff only later, the overall Group solvency may suffer. However, also in Outokumpu, an 

otherwise profitable project has a greater chance of being accepted if it has options attached.

The higher the uncertainties in a certain area, the more valuable is the option to make a small 

initial investment in that area. That investment, in turn, creates options, but at the same time 

exercises the initial option of making an investment in the first place. This is an example of a 

multi-stage option (compound growth option) mentioned in chapter 3. Multi-stage options 

are difficult to price both intuitively and quantitatively, and it is therefore natural that the 

firms studied tend to decrease these initial investments in the face of large uncertainties. 

However, especially because of competitive pressures, these initial investments cannot 

always be delayed although risks may be high. In addition, if competitors are not investing in 

a specific area because of the risks involved, there may be an incentive to start a project in 

that area due to lower priced assets. This kind of practice also provides a way to gain a first- 

movers’ advantage, as e.g. Kone noted.
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6.2 Investment Process

This section discusses how the decisions on the level and timing of investments are being 

reached. The discussion is based on the investment process analyzed in chapter 4 and further 

described for each case company in chapter 5.

In the section 4.1, it was mentioned that the whole investment process can be seen in 

organizations as a sequence of options. The empirical results seem to confirm this prediction. 

Senior management often has initially several strategic options to pursue. After finding an 

idea, people in the organization always have an option to either drop that idea right from the 

start or to begin its development. Even the decision makers in every organizational layer 

have the option of forming commitment to the project, or of rejecting it.

6.2.1 Strategy Connection

The firms in the study considered that the connection with the strategy is an important 

consideration regardless of uncertainties involved. However, in an uncertain environment, 

the need for a project to be in accordance with the strategy is highlighted even more. It is 

easier to gain support for these projects if they are connected with the firm strategy. Strategy 

is meant to be long-term, and that is why investment projects which are in line with the 

strategy are not easily canceled especially if the uncertainties are only temporary.

When deciding on the strategy, environmental uncertainties are taken into account. If the 

strategy is risky, also investments based on it are bound to be risky, and vice versa. There is 

a need in companies to balance their risks; to include riskier and less risky projects in their 

portfolios.

Especially in an uncertain environment, it is important to ensure that the corporate strategy is 

being implemented. However, this need for compliance may be vital for certain projects 

because they are strategic, not necessarily because they would be undertaken in a riskier 

environment. At Fortum, the Group level may control more and give stricter guidelines to 

new, risky business areas, whereas older businesses are given less direction. At Outokumpu,
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the corporate management controls all projects equally to ensure compliance with the 

strategy.

Companies usually do not let investment projects influence the strategy in any situation. The 

value of flexibility of individual projects is understood, but it is not clear whether this 

flexibility is valued in relation to the strategy of the firm. Flexibility of strategy may be 

problematic, since strategy (in the companies studied) is meant to be a plan to be 

implemented and committed to, not an option which can be exercised if the situation is 

favorable. In chapter 4, it was hypothesized that in an uncertain environment it might be 

difficult to find projects with enough flexibility, and that this difficulty might be a reason for 

dismissing project ideas. That is probably true, but the reason is not that the projects would 

have to have flexibility to match the flexibility of the strategy. Rather, project flexibility is a 

valued attribute as such, as has been mentioned earlier.

In chapter 4, it was also implied that, in an uncertain environment, those projects which are 

not in line with the firm strategy may be easily disapproved. This seems to be the case in the 

companies studied and may partially account for the fact that several different sources of 

uncertainty seem to decrease investment.

6.2.2 Search for Ideas

Especially in a situation characterized by intensive competition, idea search seems to become 

more active in the companies studied. If there are more opportunities available due to 

uncertainties, more ideas can be assumed to be created. In addition, the formation of 

contingency plans may become important and therefore idea search should become more 

extensive.

Usually, regardless of uncertainties, the Group level management has not imposed any limits 

to the generation of ideas. In practice, however, there may be limits to the idea search. When 

the source of uncertainty is, for example, economic environment, search can be more passive 

since it is assumed in the organization that the ideas will not be accepted anyway before an 

economic upturn materializes. This passiveness is understandable when considering that a
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large amount of effort is required to initiate a risky proposal and that there are personal risks 

associated with a project which is initiated but not finally approved.

In an uncertain environment, search for ideas may sometimes be more complex, difficult, 

and intuitive. These characteristics might decrease the propensity to search. The search for 

ideas may become less systematic due to a lack of specific rules in a complex situation. Idea 

search can sometimes become more passive because firms only react to opportunities as they 

come about. On the other hand, sometimes there is a need for firms to react quickly to get 

ahead of competitors, encouraging the firms to invest as soon as possible.

As noted earlier, in an uncertain environment, there is a stricter tendency to favor ideas 

which are in accordance with the current strategy. Strategy connection may heavily direct 

idea search. In addition, for example at Stora Enso ideas are directed to areas where the firm 

has core competencies, and where there is less of a danger to commit to inflexible capacity 

(e.g. outsourcing). These are ways of decreasing the associated risks already in the beginning 

of the investment process.

The organizational layer generating ideas is usually not dependent on the amount of 

environmental uncertainty. For example, the Group level is often responsible for acquisition 

ideas and operational management for maintenance investment ideas, because in each of 

these cases the layer in question is in a better position to uncover ideas. R & D can 

sometimes also be used to create investment ideas. However, its role should not be 

overestimated: sometimes the initial idea to start research and development activity 

regarding some specific issue has come from another source, e.g. from customers. If an 

investment is not a pure replacement of existing assets, impulse is usually more likely to 

come from the market.

To summarize, the source of uncertainty influences idea search behavior. When uncertainty 

is caused by competitive pressures, ideas may increase. As was seen in chapter 3, in this kind 

of environment more projects are also likely to be accepted. On the other hand, if uncertainty 

can only be resolved by waiting, also the search for investment ideas is less extensive. It 

should also be noted that ideas may be directed more heavily in an uncertain environment.
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The idea generation process may also become more complex and difficult, decreasing the 

ideas available. In the section 6.1.1 it was concluded that uncertainty often decreases 

investment, and this decrease can also partially be explained by the procedures used in the 

idea searching stage.

6.2.3 Development of Projects

Search for Information

Also the search for information seems to become more intuitive in an uncertain environment. 

Searching information in a risky situation requires more effort. It is necessary to collect a lot 

of information to convince decision makers. Useful information is not readily available, and 

finding it may require some creativity. Also, as e.g. Kemira Chemicals noted, the 

environment is changing so fast that the collected information easily tends to become 

outdated. Often the best pieces of information are found inside the organization, as already 

predicted in the section 4.2.3.1.

There may be more pressures to collect all the needed pieces of information in order to 

ensure that the decision is based on accurate considerations. This pressure is most often 

noticed when the company in question has previously had unfortunate experiences with risky 

projects. On the other hand, if there is simultaneously a shortage of funds, information search 

may not even start and it may be postponed until it can be given enough resources. All of the 

above makes it easier to understand why investment levels decrease in an uncertain situation: 

collecting the needed information becomes demanding and complex.

To summarize, when the project is risky, there is a greater threshold to start collecting 

information. However, after the decision to collect information has been made, the collection 

is done in a more extensive way than in the case of less risky investments. This result is in 

line with the discussion presented in the section 4.2.3.1. Sometimes, it is also necessary to 

move quickly, but still the need to collect enough information is emphasized in many 

companies. Once people have started gathering information, there is a greater need to get
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acceptance for an uncertain project, since more effort has already been put into it. This need 

can sometimes lead to firms accepting risky projects on inappropriate grounds.

Analysis

The firms tend to make extensive analysis in the face of large uncertainties. Especially the 

analysis of strategic investments can be more complicated. Firms do extensive analysis on 

both quantitative and qualitative factors, and both of these factors usually become more 

important in an uncertain situation. Their relative importance does not seem to change 

noticeably.

Quantitative and qualitative factors are sometimes connected: some of the qualitative base 

assumptions show up in investment calculations. Some qualitative issues, for example 

connection with the firm’s strategy and certain types of risks, cannot be quantified in any 

way, but quantification is used as much as possible whenever the required information is 

available. However, for example at Stora Enso, it has been noted that in e.g. acquisitions it is 

sometimes quite difficult to get accurate quantitative data, because that data is not possessed 

by the company itself.

Qualitative considerations can be very important especially in strategic investments. These 

considerations include for example strategy connection, ecological issues, market demand, 

risks involved (sometimes impossible to quantify), and fit with core competencies.

In the companies studied, risk analysis techniques are used more in an uncertain 

environment. These techniques include e.g. sensitivity analysis, risk analysis, scenarios, real 

options, and the development of contingency plans. For example, when doing sensitivity 

analysis on a project, the probability of a failure is analyzed at Kemira Chemicals. Fortum 

uses real option theory which suits well with the conditions in the energy business (e.g. oil 

and gas exploration). Even the options to delay and abandon a project are analyzed, although 

in chapter 3 it was suspected that the consideration of these options might cause problems in 

motivation and commitment.
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Uncertainty can make it more difficult to implement quantitative analysis because it is 

difficult to find accurate data for cash flow forecasts. Firms often use several investment 

calculation techniques simultaneously to improve analysis and make it more reliable. 

Uncertainty does not seem to have an impact on which techniques are used, unlike chapter 4 

predicted. There are several possible explanations for this result. Today’s software packages 

make it easy to prepare many calculations quickly, and leaving one calculation method out 

does not make the calculations technically easier. In addition, as mentioned earlier, also 

qualitative factors have an important role to play in decision making, and calculations are 

often used mostly to understand and describe the cash flow implications and risks of the 

project.

It should be noted that the companies studied usually concentrate on using the more 

developed approaches such as NPV or IRR. The methods and the way they should be used 

are described in investment manuals. When the directions in the manuals are being followed, 

it is assumed that the results are relatively reliable and comparable across projects (e.g. 

Kemira, Stora Enso). Outokumpu recognized that even though people responsible for 

investment projects may sometimes adjust the inputs to the formulas, investment calculations 

do provide an important and valuable quantitative basis for decisions: their shortcomings 

simply have to be taken into account. Fortum brought up the following issue. It usually uses 

NPV as the most important method, whereas other methods (such as payback period) can be 

used e.g. for communication and support building purposes.

The previous discussion indicates the following. Also analysis is more extensive in an 

uncertain environment, and the comments given already in relation to information search can 

be repeated here. Considering the needed workload and effort in developing uncertain 

investments, it is natural that those investments are delayed easier than projects with less 

risk.

Financing

The firms do not, in general, face hard capital rationing. In some companies, however, soft 

capital rationing is used. Divisions or businesses are given a certain amount of funds and
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they can use those funds the way they themselves wish especially for smaller projects. 

Financing is usually organized automatically for accepted proposals and obtaining funds is 

not problematic. This is natural since the firms studied are relatively large. To conclude, it 

seems that capital rationing is not used to a great extent as a way of controlling risks.

Sometimes the firms studied (see e.g. Kemira Chemicals and Stora Enso) prefer to share 

risks by getting additional parties to finance a part of the investment project. For example 

organizations specializing in risky financing can be of help in this respect.

6.2.4 Investment Decision and Commitment

In the companies studied, it is usually easier to build support for a project which is 

implemented in a relatively stable environment. Extensive effort in the development stage is 

needed to gain support for uncertain projects. However, if the risky investment is in line with 

the strategy, support building is a little easier.

In practice, commitment to a decision is formed through a multi-stage process, although even 

the board formally has an option to delay or disapprove a project. For a project to reach 

acceptance in the organization, it has to go through multiple management layers. This makes 

it even more difficult for an uncertain project to receive approval. However, flexibility and 

option characteristics should make it easier to reach a favorable decision in each layer. 

Before making a decision, methods for the reduction of risks and amounts at risk are 

naturally considered.

The way in which decisions are made depends on the individual managers in question (see 

e.g. Fortum and Outokumpu). Decision making in a risky situation is challenging and 

intuitive and often requires even courage, especially if the firm or the industry has previously 

suffered from too risky investments. Developer’s experience and personal faith on the project 

are also important (see e.g. Kone). In an uncertain environment, politics inside a firm may 

become more pronounced. The different attitudes of decision makers to uncertainty (risk 

incongruence) can be problematic.
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The decision is largely based on profitability - investments which do not earn an acceptable 

return are not accepted easily. Especially risk and performance from the point of view of the 

whole company are vital. Accepting negative cash flow projects is expected to cause 

motivational problems in the organization. However, in all firms, qualitative considerations 

have a major role to play: they are considered as the assumptions built to quantitative 

models, and separately, when they cannot be built in as assumptions. Qualitative factors may 

be more difficult to manipulate than quantitative factors.

In the section 4.2.4, it was predicted that it would be difficult to make a favorable decision in 

a highly uncertain environment. That difficulty can be observed also in the companies 

studied. A lot of effort is required from different organizational layers to collect the needed 

pieces of information and to convince people. The final decision is often dependent on the 

decision makers’ courage and intuition. The guidelines given by senior management are an 

important consideration, and those guidelines direct also search and development activities. 

The compliance of an uncertain project with the guidelines is vital, and especially its 

connection with the strategy is very important.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The business environment is becoming increasingly complex for many companies. The 

objective of this thesis has been to examine how the uncertainty of the environment affects 

investment decisions. Specifically, the impacts on investment levels and timing have been 

considered. Also the effects on investment process have been studied to further understand 

the impacts on the level and timing of projects. The theoretical part discussed first the 

concept of business environment and the possible uncertainties in that environment. After 

this, the external uncertainty’s effects on the level and timing of investment were considered. 

An investment process model was introduced, and it was used to understand the different 

stages in the process, their interactions, and the impact external uncertainty is expected to 

have on each of them. The empirical part was constructed using interviews with six Finnish

companies.
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The business environment of an organization can be divided into political, economic, social, 

technological, legal, ecological, and competitive components. Each of these environmental 

components has uncertainties to which companies have to respond. Especially market related 

issues are important for companies, and at the same time difficult to forecast.

Usually, increases in most of the components of external uncertainty - for example economic 

uncertainty and risks in customer demand - tend to decrease investment. Usually investments 

are more likely to be at least initially only delayed, although after some time they may be 

canceled altogether if the situation does not change. However, especially in oligopolistic 

markets, firms may prefer to pre-empt the competition by increasing their investment levels.

The real option theory can shed light into several issues in the investment behavior of firms, 

especially into the timing of projects. According to the theory, the option value increases 

with uncertainty. Those investments which create options should be valued for more than 

e.g. NPV calculations would suggest, whereas those investments which exercise options 

should be valued for less. In general, it is valuable to keep options open. A further 

complication is that there are projects which simultaneously create certain options and 

exercise others. Uncertainty may have an undetermined impact on the value of those 

investments. Real option theory can also explain why firms prefer to delay investing to wait 

for more information or to invest in order to create growth options which allow the firm to 

compete better.

The processes in an organization eventually determine the level of investments in a specific 

situation. The level and timing of projects are decided on and committed to during the stages 

of the investment process, and uncertainty affects each of these stages. The process stages 

studied included connection with the strategy, search for ideas, development of projects, and 

decision making. The development stage was further divided into information search, 

analysis, and financing. Commitment is formed through the development stage and 

expressed in the final decision to invest.

Empirical results largely confirm the predictions of the theory, although some additional 

issues are raised. Most types of uncertainties, most notably economic uncertainties related to
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customer demand, decrease investment levels. Firms would like to able to invest also in an 

uncertain environment, but there are too many risks in doing so. On the contrary, competitive 

pressures and risks related to competitors may cause companies to invest. Investments are 

based on the strategy, and whether investment levels are increased or decreased, depends on 

the strategy followed. Also previous experiences in the industry can have an impact on the 

investment behavior: if the industry has historically had problems with risky investments or 

strategies, companies are likely to be more risk-averse. In addition, for example the company 

culture may affect the propensity to take risk.

Different investment types are affected differently by external uncertainty. Investments in 

inflexible and dedicated assets (traditionally strategic investments) tend to decrease. 

However, projects which create flexible assets and options to use those assets in different 

scenarios tend to look more favorable in the face of uncertainty. Also, if uncertainties in the 

future tend to increase, the importance of having a flexible strategy may increase. It is worth 

noting that projects may be delayed not because they are strategic, but because they have 

flexibility and option characteristics. In an uncertain environment, especially flexible 

investments are worth encouraging, also from the point of view of the whole economy.

Investments which create options are quite common in the organizations studied. Growth 

options can be especially valuable in oligopolistic markets, and the firms operating in those 

kinds of markets are most likely to consider them. Options are considered keeping long term 

developments in mind. There might be a need to control investments in options especially in 

diversified businesses to retain the Group solvency.

Strategy connection is often expected to be tighter for more uncertain investments. The 

effects on idea search are mixed. If the company culture supports search activity, it will be 

done regardless of uncertainties. On the other hand, if the culture is not supportive of that 

activity, especially in the case of economic uncertainty, the search will be less active. In the 

face of uncertainty, less projects are usually developed in the organization. Those risky ideas 

which reach the development stage are given more effort than more certain ideas, because it 

is more important to build support for the riskier projects. Final decision making in an 

uncertain environment often requires courage. However, if the connection with the strategy
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is clear and the project is in accordance with the guidelines given by senior management, a 

favorable decision is easier to make.

Considering the above, it is not surprising that, in general, uncertainty tends to decrease 

investment. However, when investments and ideas are needed for example because of a 

competitive situation, the senior management has several channels through which to 

encourage also the creation of riskier proposals. Strategy connection can be used to direct 

idea search, idea search and creativity can be encouraged by using e.g. reward systems and 

competition among divisions, project development can be given guidelines, and specific 

focus in decision making can be encouraged. The importance of directing especially the 

search for ideas should not be underestimated: the effect of uncertainty on idea searching is 

often indefinite and may depend on the organizational culture and the nature of uncertainty. 

Also soft capital rationing can be used to decrease uncertainties.

There exists some discrepancies between theory and practice. Analysis on options has taken 

off in the literature, but real options are not explicitly considered in most of the companies in 

the study. However, the companies have a general understanding on creating and exercising 

options and seem to be able to value them quite reasonably on an intuitive basis.

Literature emphasizes the importance of having flexibility and “keeping options open”, even 

in relation to the corporate strategy. However, in the firms studied, this flexibility of strategy 

was not pronounced. It seems that companies would benefit from techniques which would 

allow them to pursue flexible strategies while at the same time maintaining organizational 

commitment. It is a difficult task to achieve in practice.

The study provides some opportunities for additional research. For example, the companies 

studied were established in their fields and their financial situations were at least moderately 

stable. That is why it was apparent that guidelines given by senior management were mostly 

followed and there were no great conflicts in the investment decision making processes. It 

might be interesting to see what these processes would be like in less established companies 

faced with crises, and how the outcomes of the decision making processes would differ from 

those uncovered in this study. Also the current and future role of options in the companies’
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decision making processes require further study. Especially growth options and their impact 

on the competitive position of the firm, as well as the impact of using abandonment options 

on organizations might be areas of interest. The investment process as a sequence of options 

is also a possible subject worth of further study.
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Appendix A
Forces Driving Industry Competition
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The Value of the “Wait And See” Option
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Interview Questions
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Fall 1999

Interview Questions

Background Information

1. Please provide a short description of the investment process in your company.

2. Into what kind of categories do you divide investments for operating or strategic 
purposes?

Operating Environment

3. How would you characterize the operating environment of your company in terms of 
uncertainty? Please consider different environmental dimensions such as economic, political, 
legal, ecological, competitive, technological, social, domestic, international etc. aspects.

4. Have there been changes in the uncertainty of your operating environment recently, i.e. 
over the past few years? If yes, has the uncertainty increased or decreased?

Level and Timing of Investments

5. If the uncertainty of your operating environment increases, how would you say that it 
affects the levels of investment in your company? Why? Are there differences in this respect 
between different investment categories or types?

6. Compare a situation in which the uncertainty of the environment is high with a situation in 
which this uncertainty is low. In which case would your company be more likely to postpone 
its investment decisions? Why? Are there differences in this respect between different 
investment categories or types?

7. Does your company ever postpone investment decisions because it wants to wait for new 
information?



8. If greater uncertainty of the operating environment tends to decrease investment in your 
company, would you say that this decrease is due to the fact that (1) projects are permanently 
canceled, (2) projects are only delayed, or (3) both. If you say that it is both, which one of 
the first two options is more common?

9. Does your company often make investments that you consider to create opportunities for 
e.g. further expansion later, this created opportunity (not the initial project itself) being the 
major reason for project acceptance? Can you name an example of a recent investment of 
this kind?

10. Let us consider only the investments meant in the question 9. Compare the situation in 
your company in which the uncertainty if the environment is high with a situation in which 
this uncertainty is low. In which of these cases would your company undertake more of these 
kinds of investments? Why?

11. Let us consider only the investments meant in the question 9. Compare the situation in 
your company in which the uncertainty if the environment is high with a situation in which 
this uncertainty is low. In which of these cases would your company be more likely to 
postpone these kind of investments? Why?

Investment Process

The process should here be thought of as an all-encompassing system consisting of the 
organization in question, its different functions and levels, as well as people and their 
positions.

12. Is the connection to strategy thought of in a different way for those investments which 
take place in an uncertain environment, compared to those that take place in a relatively 
more certain environment? Why or why not?

13. Are those investments that take place in an uncertain environment searched for in a 
different way compared to those investments which take place in a relatively more certain 
environment? Why or why not?

14. Consider the situation in your company after the investment idea has been initially found 
and defined. Are those investments that take place in an uncertain environment developed 
further in a different way compared to those investments which take place in a relatively 
more certain environment? Why or why not?

15. Are those investments that take place in an uncertain environment analyzed in a different 
way compared to those investments which take place in a relatively more certain 
environment? Why or why not?

16. Are those investments that take place in an uncertain environment decided upon in a 
different way compared to those investments which take place in a relatively more certain 
environment? Why or why not?



17. Are those investments that take place in an uncertain environment financed in a different 
way compared to those investments which take place in a relatively more certain 
environment? Why or why not?

18. Are the any other differences in the investment process for investments with varying 
levels of environmental uncertainty?


